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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Investigation of the Relative Abundance of

Heavy versus Light Nuclei in Primary Cosmic

Rays using Underground Muon Bundles

by Nakamuthu Sundaralingam, Ph.D.

Dissertation Director: Prof. W. A. Mann

We study multiple muon events (muon bundles) recorded underground at a depth

of 2090 rowe. To penetrate to this depth, the muons must have energies above 0.8

TeV at the Earth's surface; the primary cosmic ray nuclei which give rise to the

observed muon bundles have energies at incidence upon the upper atmosphere of 10

to l0 s TeV. The events are detected using the Soudan 2 experiment's fine grained

tracking calorimeter which is surrounded by a 14 m × 10 m x 31 m proportional tube

array (the "active shield"). Muon bundles which have at least one muon traversing

the calorimeter, are reconstructed using tracks in the calorimeter together with hit

patterns in the proportional tube shield. All ionization pulses are required to be

coincident within 3 microseconds.

A goal of this study is to investigate the relative nuclear abundances in the pri-

mary cosmic radiation around the "knee" region (103 - 104 TeV) of the incident



energy spectrum. Four models for the nuclear composition of cosmic rays are con-

sidered: The Linsley model, the Constant Mass Composition model (CMC), the

Maryland model and the Proton-poor model [Forti et al., Phys. Rev. D42, 3668

(1990)]. A Monte Carlo which incorporates one model at a time is used to simulate

events which are then reconstructed using the same computer algorithms that are

used for the data. Identical cuts and selections are applied to the data and to the

simulated events.

A systematic search for possible correlations involving muon bundle multiplic-

ity, intermuon separation within bundles, and bundle zenith angle has been carried

out in this work; comparable analyses from underground experiments have seldom

appeared in the literature. Within a zenith angle range from 15o to 60°, we observe

the average muon multiplicity to remain constant, independent of zenith. The av-

erage intermuon separation within a muon bundle (/?_j), as measured in the plane

transverse to the bundle direction, is observed to increase mildly with increasing

zenith angle. Additionally, there is an apparent increase of (/_j) with increasing

muon bundle multiplicity, for N_ > 8 muons. Neither of these mild correlations are

included in the commonly used parametrizations of the nuclear composition models.

lt is the lighter composition models, namely the CMC model and the Linsley

model, that show Setter overall agreement with our data, especially in the muon

bundle multiplicity distribution and in the variation of average multiplicity with

zenith angle. Independent fits to bundle distributions involving N_, (N,) versus

cosine of zenith angle and (N_) versus {R_i) were carried out using a simplified

two--component nuclear composition. From the rough agreement among these fits,

we infer that the primary cosmic radiation consists predominantly (74 ± 15%) of

protons and relatively light nuclei (He, C, N, O); elements heavier than Mg form a

smaller fraction (26 ± 15%).
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Chapter 1

Cosmic Rays

Introduction

Since the discovery of cosmic rays early in this century, extensive experimental

effort has been devoted to the study of their composition and origin. A wide variety

of techniques are being used around the world to examine the flux of cosmic radiation

over the full range of its rapidly-falling energy spectrum. Balloon and satellite

experiments have been used for direct studies of the low energy component of the

primary cosmic ray flux. Surface arrays and underground particle detectors have

been used to study indirectly the high energy component of cosmic radiation which

extends up to 10s TeV per nucleus in energy incident upon the upper atmosphere.

The purpose of this dissertation is to present new experimental observations and

analysis relevant to the nuclear composition of cosmic rays with incident energy

range between 10 TeV and 10s TeV, utilizing the Soudan 2 underground nucleon

decay detector.

Primary cosmic ray nuclei collide with oxygen and nitrogen nuclei of the upper

atmosphere, producing charged and neutral mesons that decay into photons, elec-

trons, muons, and neutrinos. While the photons and electrons can be detected only

in the lower atmosphere or at the Earth's surface, the muons and the neutrinos,

which are highly penetrating, can also be detected underground. Our approach is

to study the "bundles" of coincident muons which are observed deep underground,

in order to infer properties of the primary cosmic ray nuclei. We compare sam-

ples of muon bundle events (multiple muon events) with existing cosmic ray nuclear



composition models to examine whether the primary cosmic rays consist predom-

inantly of either "light" or "heavy" nuclei within the incident energy range under

consideration.

1.1 Origin of Cosmic Rays and Their Composition

Cosmic rays are ionized nuclei which are incident at high velocities upon the

Earth's upper atmosphere. This "primary cosmic radiation" includes protons and

alpha particles (2He4) together with heavier nuclei such as C, N, O, Si, Mg, and Fe.

The primary cosmic rays are produced and subsequently accelerated by energetic

astrophysical sources beyond the solar system. Candidate sources include supernova,

pulsars, active galactic nuclei, quasars, and radio galaxies [1]. The flux of primary

cosmic rays falls rapidly as one goes from the low incident energy of < 100 GeV to

__101° GeV (see Fig. 1.1). The falloff can be expressed by a power law,

dN

d'E = K E-'_' (1.1)

where the normalization factor K and the spectral index "yare approximately con-

stants.

Fig. 1.1 shows the differential cosmic ray flux obtained from a variety of experi-

ments [1]. It is evident in the figure that the slope of the spectrum changes between

l0 s TeV and 104 TeV of incident energy per nucleus. This region is called the "knee"

of the energy spectrum. The spectral index -y is about 2.6 for the low energy regime

extending up to 104 TeV, while for the higher energies _f _ 3.0. The primary cosmic

rays with energies around the knee region are thought to originate within our galaxy;

however, the nuclear composition in this region has not been ascertained. Another,

less pronounced, slope change occurs around primary energies of 107 TeV and this

region is called the "ankle". This Thesis presents new measurements and analysis

which have bearing on the relative abundance of nuclei in cosmic rays which are

below and at the knee region.
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Figure I.I: The All Particle Energy Spectrum

A substantial fraction of cosmic rays with E > 104 TeV (above the knee re-

glen)arehypothesizedto originateinthe coresofActiveGalacticNuclei(AGN).

Accordingto themodel proposedby R. J.Protheroeand A. P.Szabo [2],AGNs

may be the most important source of cosmic rays at and beyond the knee region.

The AGN-produced cosmic rays are predicted to be predominantly protons. Heavier

nuclei such as iron can also be accelerated within AGNs, but they will not escape

intact from the AGNs fiery, dense central regions. Instead, they will be broken up

into lighter particles as a result of interactions with high energy photons.

It is informative to superimpose a scale that is man-made upon the cosmic energy

scale. In Fig. i.I the arrows show the highest available equivalent fixed-target beam

energies in existing accelerators (the Fermilab Tevatron) azd in accelerators under

construction (SSC). In comparison, the shaded areas indicate cosmic ray energies

which are indirectly accessible by Soudan 2 and by some other existing experiments

such as the MACRO [3] underground detector and the Fly's Eye air Cherenkov



shower array [4]. It can be seen that, the cosmic ray experiments are exploring the

behavior of interactions which are more energetic than the accelerator experiments.

1.2 Study of Cosmic Rays: A Historical Perspective

Cosmic ray research began at the turn of the century, when ionization and

electrical conduction of gases irradiated by cosmic ray particles were investigated.

During the early 1900s, a - particles,/3 - particles and "r - rays were discovered by

studying naturally radioactive elements using electroscopes. I_ was observed that

electroscopes kept discharging even when kept away from radioactive material. The

latter ionization appeared to be due to radiation coming in from the atmosphere or

from outer space. The situation was clarified in 1912, when Hess and co--workers

ascended by balloon to nearly 6 kilometers above the Earth's surface and observed

the cosmic radiation more directly [5]. The radiation was found to consist mostly

of protons but to contain nuclei of mass numbers up to 56 (Fe). Later, even heavier

nuclei such as Nd (Z=60), and Th (Z=90) [6] were detected. Since Hess's early

work, many experiments have been carried out using cosmic rays. The positron

(anti-electron) was discovered in 1933, confirming Dirac's theory of anti-matter.

Then "# - mesons", initially co:,sidered to be the Yukawa mesons, and afterwards

_r-mesons, the true mediators of the nuclear force, were discovered. In the late 1940s

and early 1950s, particles such as the K mesons and A, E, and E hyperons were

discovered in the cosmic radiation using the nuclear emulsion technique.

With the development of experiments carried aloft by rockets and satellites, more

detailed information on cosmic rays of relatively low energy was obtained during the

1960s. To study high energy cosmic rays however, detectors 3f large area are required

since the high energy cosmic ray fluxes are small. Currently, large surface arrays

and underground experiments are used to study high energy cosmic rays in indirect

ways. Measurements which are feasible with underground detectors will be discussed
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in section 1.6.2.

1.3 Solarand Cosmic Ray RelativeAbundances

A comparison of the relative abundances of elements found in cosmic rays, which

presumably originate outside of our solar system, with abundances observed within

the solar system, is shown in Fig. 1.2 [7]. Overall, the relative compositions are

quite similar, but some differences are apparent. The percentages of hydrogen and

helium are a little lower in the cosmic rays than in the solar system. The odd-even

effect in the relative nuclear stability (nuclei with even numbers of nucleons are more

stable and more abundant than those with odd numbers of nucleons) is also seen

in both solar and cosmic ray abundances. Cosmic rays are richer in two groups of

elements, namely those with mass numbers 7 to 11 (Li, Be, and B), and those with



mass numbers45to55 (Sc,Ti,V, Cr and Mn), due tospallationofC,O and ofFe

nucleiofthecosmicraysduringthepassagethroughtheinterstellermedium [7][8].

ltisbelievedthatallchemicalelementsinthe solarsystemand inthecosmic

raysoriginateeitherwiththeprimordialnucleosynthesisorwithviolentepisodesin

stellarevolution.Forexample,2H and SHe,whicharefoundinthesolarsystem,are

probablyfromtheprimodialnucleosynthesis[9]thatoccurredwithin3 to4 minutes

afterthe Big Bang. At thisearlyepoch,protonsand neutronscouldcombineto-

getherto _:oduce 4He through a chain of nuclear reactions such as p + n _ _H+'y,

_Hq-n --_ aH+.y ' 2H+ p ___ SHe+.y ' SH+p --+ 4He+.y, SHe+n _ 4He+-y. Some-

what heavier nuclei such as 7Be and 7Li could also be formed during the primordial

nucleosynthesis. About l0 s years later, the temperature was low enough to allow

formation of neutral atoms with the capt,_r_ of electrons by nuclei. At this epoch

gravity began to play an essential role in the formation of galaxies and of protostars

(material about to condense into a star) within the galaxies.

As a protostar contracts gravitationally, it heats up. Eventually hydrogen fusion,

the process by which a star converts H into He, will start - a star is born. Billions

of years later, when the hydrogen in the core of the star is exhausted, further gravi-

tational contraction occurs and the temperature increases. Helium is converted into

carbon (34He _ _2C) [10]. The temperature keeps increasing and the fusion se-

quence C_ Oi Ne, Mg _ Si --* Fe, will occul. This entire chain of processes is called

stellar nucleosynthesis. The mass of the star_s core increases due to the formation

and accumulation of iron. If there arises a time when the electron degeneracy pres-

sure of the core can no longer support the overlying layers together with the core's

own weight, gravity takes over and a catastrophic collapse occurs which results in a

"supernova" explosion of the star. When the collapse occurs, the matter in the core

dissociates into protons, neutrons, and electrons. The density of the compressed

core increases to nearly five times the density within an ordinary atomic nucleus.

Only a few of the neutrinos which are created during the collapse escape at this



point because of high density. The collapsing matter apparently bounces back and

generates a shock wave; the bounce mechanism is not under_tood. The inner core

expands and the spheric_ shock wave travels outward with high speed _ 18,000

km/sec. More neutrinos escape from the core as the density of the core decreases.

The shock wave sweeps the steller matter outward, ejecting it into the interstellar

medium. Thus supernova explosions provide a mechanism for the distribution of

heavy elements into the cosmic rays, and into matter which eventually coalesced to

form our solar system.

1.4 Acceleration Mechanisms

Many mechanisms for cosmic ray acceleration have been proposed, however most

fall into one of two categories: (i) Statistical acceleration, first proposed by Fermi

(see below) which leads to a power law for the energy spectrum; and (ii) direct

acceleration mechanisms which yield good predictions for high energy cosmic rays

in the energy region up to 106 TeV. Although much progress has been made with

theoretical investigation of the acceleration mechanisms, there is none at present

which gives a completely satisfactory picture.

In the first version of Fermi's acceleration model [5], the acceleration hinges upon

the reflection of charged particles b) the galactic magnetic field (order of 10-8 G).

In each collision of a charged particle with the magnetic gas cloud, the particle gains

some energy from the magnetic field as a result of the fact that the kinetic energy of

the massive cloud is much larger than the kinetic energy of the cosmic ray particles

colliding with it. With successive colisions, a cosmic ray particle can acquire enough

energy from the massive clouds to be accelerated to high energies [1].

Consider collisions along m axis (one-dimensional) wherein a cosmic ray par-

ticle of mass rn moving with velocity v collides with a magnetic cloud of mass M

moving with velocity V. The collision can be either "head-on" or "following". The



probability for a head-on collision is (v + V)/2v, while for a following collision it is

(v- V)/2v. There is a greater probability for a head-on collision; there is an energy

gain for each hea.-on collision and the rate of energy gain is given by [5]

dE

dt

Assume that the cosmic ray particle stays within the magnetic cloud for a time r.

If N(E) is the number of cosmic ray particles accelerated with energy E, particle

diffusioncalculations [5]lead to an equation for N(E) which is given by

N(E) = constant x E-(X+_ ).

But this is just the power law of the cosmic ray energy spectrum! In this model, the

cloud velocity V is small, and the mean free path for collision of cosmic ray particles

is long. Consequently there arise several undesirable features with this model: (i)

The acceleration is slow and an extended region of space is required; (ii) the energy

loss due to ionization is not taken into account when the energy gain is calculated;

(iii) even though the model leads to the power law for energy spectrum, it fails to

predict why the spectral exponent should be close to 2.5.

A second version of Fermi's acceleration mechanism, developed independently

by Bell, and by Blandford and Ostriker [5], is based upon the propagation of shock

waves from supernova through the intersteller medium. The velocity of these shock

waves is much greater than the speed of sound in the medium. When a cosmic ray

particle passes through a shock wave, it acquires kinetic energy from the gas behind

the shock. When this occurrence is repeated many times the cosmic rays eventually

gain substantial energy. This mechanism predicts the exponent in the power law

to be "2" which is not too far from the observed index 2.5 in the energy spectrum.

With this mechanism, cosmic rays can achieve energies of up to 10 TeV.

With direct acceleration mechanisms, high energy cosmic rays are predicted to

acquire energies of up to 106 TeV. Sources for direct acceleration include rotating

objects having high magnetic fields such as neutron stars [1]. Their magnetic field is



typically 1012 gauss, and they rotate with nearly 30 revolutions per second. When

charged cosmic ray particle passes through the rotating magnetic field surrounding

a neutron star, the time--varying magnetic flux (through a surface bounded by the

particle's trajectory) produces an electromotive force (emf) which accelerates the

particle. The Faraday-induced emf can accelerate the particle to energies up to 1019

eV [5]. This model unfortunately, does uot predict the power law for the cosmic ray

energy spectrum.

Other direct acceleration models have been proposed which predict cosmic rays to

have energy 10s TeV. Such models typically relate cosmic ray physics to cosmological

theories of the evolution of universe.

1.5 Direct and Indirect Methods for the Study of Primary

Cosmic Rays

Since the cosmic ray flux falls off rapidly with increasing energy (see Fig. 1.1),

different techniques have to be used at different energies. At the lowest energies (_

100 GeV range) one can detect one particle per m 2 per second; however the flux

is one particle per km 2 per century at the highest energy range (_ 1 EeV) 1 [1].

Direct detection techniques which utilize balloons or satellites can be used to study

the lower energy part oi"the cosmic ray spectrum (up to several 100 TEV). Surface

arrays and underground detectors are widely used to study the high energy (> 1

TeV) component of the cosmic rays. In the latter experiments, secondary cosmic

rays are used to study the primary component; such studics are referred to as the

"indirect approach". The direct and indirect approaches will be discussed in the

following two sections.

11 EeV "- 106 TeV
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1.5.1 Direct Methods

Direct methods Mlow study of primary cosmic rays up to about 200 TeV. Below

this energy the cosmic ray flux is high enough to alloy, studies utilizing airborne

calorimeters, ionization chambers, scintillators, emulsion sta_s, Cherenkov detec-

tors and transition radiation detectors. These detectors are taken aloft either by

balloons or by satellite to study primary cosmic rays directly, before they collide

with air nuclei in the upper atmosphere. There are of course disadvantages to using

ball¢ons and satellites: The detector size (ef[ective area) is limited; and the exposure

time depends upon the flight time.

Two major experiments stand out among all of the direct studies. One was

the Un;versity of Chicago %gg", a detector consisting of scintillators, transition

radiation detectors, gas cherenkov and multi-wire proportional chambers. Data was

collected during a spacecraft's flight from July 29 to August 6, 1985 [7]. About

100,000 particles were observed with energies of about one oi' two TeV traversing

the detector while it was in orbit. The detector had been designed to observe heavy

nuclei with electric charge above a threshold of Z = 6 (C) with energies of up to

100 TeV.

The other experiment waz carried out by a Japanese--American collaboration

known as "JACEE" [11]. This was a balloon experiment; it detected cosmic rav_

within au energy range similar to the one probed by the Chicago egg.

Study of the cosmic rays above the hundred TeV range requires detectors with

large ar_a and with long exposure time, neither of which can currently be achieved

by balloon or satellite experiments. Consequen_.]y_ researchers have had to rely on

indirect methode to study the high energy cosmic rays.
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1.5.2 Indirect Methods: Secondary Cosmic Rays

Primary cosmic rays incident upon the upper atmosphere interact mostly with

nitrogen and oxygen nuclei in the air, producing charged and neutral particles which

are called "secondary cosmic radiation". Included are small numbers of nucleons and

nuclear fragments, together with much larger numbers of mesons (_r:_, _r°, K _, K°).

These secondary particles may undergo further ccUisions leading to a "hadronic

cascade", or they may decay. Muons are produced mainly through 7r:_ --_ #+v and

K ± ---, #_v decays. Most of the low energy muons decay into electrons, positrons

and neutrinos: #_ ---, e* + _(_) + _(v_). An "electromagnetic cascade" develops

starting with a _r° ---, _f'ydecay followed "y--_ e+e- conversions, where the electrons

generate more photons by bremsstrahlung. Such electromagnetic processes happen

again and again, generating an extensive e'.ectromagnetic shower. The aggregate of

all secondary particles is an "Extensive Air Shower" (EAS), illustrated in Fig. 1.3.

Muons are highly penetrating particles since they have no strong nuclear interac-

tion with matter. Since many of the muons have velocities approaching the speed of

light, relativistic time dilation allows energetic muons to be detected on _he eufface

of the Earth and also deep underground. For relativistic particles the flight length

before decay is _-ycr, where _ is the lifetime of the particle. The average flight length

for a 100 GeV muon (in the laboratory frame) is 750 km, to be compared to about 5

km for 100 GeV pions. The difference reflects the fact that the charged pion lifetime

(2.6 x 10-as) is distinctly shorter than the muon lifetime (2.2 x 10-6s). Note that

the depth of the atmosphere is between 30 and 40 kilometers. As a consequence, it

is possible to observe muons deep underground.

There are two indirect methods to study cosmic rays, utilizing observations either

of the electromagnetic cascade or of the muon flux. Arrays on the surface of the

Earth typically investigate the electromagnetic cascades either at the surface or in

the atmosphere (Cherenkov technique), and also the low energy muon component.

Underground detectors are used to study the high energy muon component. By
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Figure 1.3: The development of secondary cosmic rays and their detection.

studying the cosmic ray secondaries on the surface and underground, one can infer

properties of prime_v cosmic rays which have energies above 1000 TeV.

1.6 Detectors to Study Secondary Cosmic Rays

Nuclear emulsions, cloud chambers, gas filled detectors, proportional chambers,

photomultiplier tubes and scintillation detectors have been used to observe secondary

cosmic rays. The underground detectors, which are principally built for proton decay
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and for magnetic monopole searches, can also be used to study muons. Detectors

deployed on the surface of the Earth or underground can be built with large area

and are not subject to exposure time limitation. Large areas and longer exposure

time are of course needed to study ultra high energy cosmic rays because of very

low cosmic ray flux in this energy range.

1.6.1 Surface Arrays

There are many surface arrays around the world. Among the largest area cosmic

ray surface arrays are Volcano Ranch-USA (8 km2), the Sydney array-Australia (34

km2), Haverah Park-UK (11 km2) and the Yakutsk array-USSR (35 km 2) [5]. These

"extensive air shower arrays" utilize a variety of detector technologies, including

scintillators, proportional tubes, and Cherenkov counters. From the shower size

and other properties of the secondary cosmic radiation one can infer properties

of the primary cosmic radiation, but the analysis is not straightforward. Particle

interactions in the primary collisions are assumed to have features as observed in

high energy accelerator experiments. Unfortunately, for high energy collisions in

the PeV (= l0 s TeV) energy range there are no corresponding accelerator-based

data, consequently the modelling of interactions involving both nucleus-nucleus and

nucleon-nucleus collisions necessarily requires extrapolations whose level of accuracy

is dii_cult to assign.

The University of Utah "Fly's Eye" utilizes a different technique. Its 880 skyward-

turned phototubes [1] detect fluorescence emitted by extended air showers. Recorded

is the total integrated light, as well as the relative time of light arrival at individual

phototubes spaced approximately 3.5 km apart. The experimenters measure the

distribution of X,,_=, the distance from the top of the atmosphere to the shower

maximum, and utilize this information to infer the composition of cosmic radiation.

The latest analysis of Fly's Eye data by Gaisser and Sokolsky [12] for energies l0 s

TeV and 10e TeV (i.e. above the knee) indicates that protons make up only 20%
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of the cosmic rays, the rest being heavier nuclei. As will be reported in this Thesis,

the muon I:)undle data from Soudan and from other deep underground experiments

indicates a relatively "light" nuclear composition for energies below and at the knee.

As noted in Ref. [12], a drastic change from light to heavy composition above the

knee would be unusual and puzzling.

1.6.2 Underground Detectors

A number of large underground detectors have been used to study muon bun-

dles, including Soudan 2 [13] (USA) consisting of a tracking calorimeter completely

surrounded by an array of proportional chambers, MACRO [3] (Italy) with streamer

tubes and liquid scintillation counters, and FrSjus [14] (French Alps) with flash cham-

bers and Geiger counters (no longer in operation). Earlier experiments used smaller

detectors, e.g. $oudan 1 [15] (no longer running), the Kolar gold mine nucleon decay

detector [16] (India; to stop in 1993) and the NUSEX (Mont Blanc, French- Italian

border) nucleon decay experiment (not running)[17] tXSl.

The underground detectors were designed primarily for nucleon decay and mag-

netic monopole searches; however they can also be used to study cosmic rays that

penetrate deep into the Earth, namely muons and neutrinos. The energy threshold

for a muon to reach an underground site is determined by the rock overburden above

the detector. For the Soudan 2 site the threshold for vertical muons is about 0.8

TeV.

By studying the properties of multiple muon events underground such as the

muon multiplicity and muon lateral distribution, one can infer - or at least constrain

- the relative nuclear abundance within primary cosmic rays. The lateral distribution

of muons within multiple muon events depends upon the transverse momentum (Pl)

of the mesons produced in a primary cosmic ray collision. Large tracking areas (_.

1000 m 2) are desirable for good coverage of the lateral distribution.

In the Soudan 2 experiment, the top surface area of the cavern-liner veto shield
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is nearly 420 m_; the area of the ceiling together with the south, east, and west wall

surfaces is 1160 m 2. _i'he experiment is located deep underground at 2090 meters

water equivalent (rowe) vertical depth. Using this detector, high energy primary

cosmic rays in the TeV to EeV energy range can be studied by investigation of the

underground coincident muon bundle events which they produce.
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Chapter 2

Soudan 2 Nucleon Decay Detector

2.1 Overview

The Soudan 2 nucleon decay detector is located in an old iron ore mine at

the Soudan Underground Mine State Park in Soudan, Minnesota. The detector,

designed and constructed by Soudan 2 coUobaration (see Appendix A), is situated

at a depth of 722 meters (2090 rowe) on the 27rh level of the mine. The detector

consists of two distinct tracking systems, the Central Detector and the Active Veto

Shield. The facility is mainly designed to search for nucleon decay. However, the

detector is being used for other studies pertaining to the origin and composition

of cosmic rays using single and multiple muons, the neutrino flavor content of the

atmospheric neutrino flux, and the existence of magnetic monopoles and other slow,

heavily ionizing particles. This facility is the second generation of nucleon decay

experiments at the Soudan mine; the first detector, Soudan 1, was located on the

23rd level at a vertical depth of 600 meters. Soudan 1 was also used to study cosmic

rays, most recently in coincidence with a prototype surface array [15].

The Soudan 2 central detector is a tracking calorimeter which is modular in

design, with module dimensions determined by the size of the elevator cage. The

modularity allows portions of the detector to be operated while the remainder is

being installed. Each module consists of a stack of corrugated steel sheets interleaved

with drift tubes which are read out by vertical anode wires and horizontal cathode

strips (see section 2.2). The veto shield consists of proportional tube manifolds of

lengths between 1.4 m and 7.9 m (see sections 2.3 and 2.4). Upon completion, the
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Figure 2.1" Plane view of the Soudan 2 detector.

veto shield will provide nearly 41r solid angle coverage around the central detector

to enable detection of any charged particles incoming from outside of the Soudan 2

cavern. The veto shield could conceivably be a stand-alone muon telescope if it were

able to determine all three spatial coordinates for entering and exiting point of a

muon track. This could be accomplished by deploying more proportional chambers

in orientations which are transverse to the shield manifolds which are currently

operating (see section 2.5).

Construction of both the central detector and the veto shield began in 1985. The

first 500 tons of the central detector was completed in the summer of 1990. Upon

completion in 1993, the central detector will have a mass of 960 tons. As of January

1993, the veto shield is nearly completed, with the exception of a few remaining

gap-filler sections to be installed on the walls and on the floor. A plane view of the

Soudan 2 detector is shown in Fig. 2.1. The stacking of central detector modules

" is depicted in the middle of the figure; the veto shield array is the rectangular box
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structure surrounding the central tracking calorimeter.

2.2 The Central Detector

A brief description of the central detector is given here. Details of design and

performance can be found in references [19], [20] and [21]. The central detector is

a fine grained tracking calorimeter. It is built as a stack of standard modules; each

module has dimensions of 1.0m x 1.1 m × 2.7 m and has mass of 4.3 tons. The

total number of modules upon completion of Soudan 2 will be 224. Modules are

arranged into "halfwalls"; each halfwall consists of 8 modules arranged 4 modules

across and stacked two modules high. Two halfwalls together constitute one full

"wall" of modules, a structure which is 8 modules across, 2 modules high. The

readout of ionization from module drift tubes (see below) is organized by halfwalls.

Each halfwall can be moved as an entire unit by a transporter which is mounted to

the bottom of the detector's "bed" of structural steel.

A schematic drawing of a calorimeter module is shown in Fig. 2.2. A module

contains 240 layers of corrugated steel sheets each of which measures 1 m × 1 m

× 1.6 mm. The corrugations support 1.5 cm diameter drift tubes. The drift tubes

are sandwiched between mylar sheets which carry copper high voltage electrodes

spaced to yield a uniform electric field along the axes of the drift tubes. Additional

polystyrene insulation is placed between the mylar and the steel to prevent high

voltage breakdown. All drift tubes are filled with pure 850£ Ar and 15°£ CO2 (less

than 5 vapour count per million [22] oxygen and other electronegative impurities).

When a charged particle traverses the detector (see Fig. 2.3), it ionizes gas

molecules within the individual drift tubes. The liberated electrons drift towards a

wire plane consisting of vertical anode wires with high positive voltage (2000 to 2300

volts) and horizontal cathode pads held at ground potential (see Fig. 2.4). Each

module has two wire planes on opposite sides facing the ends of the drift tube stack.
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Figure 2.2: A view of a tracking calorimeter module.

The drift ionization exits the tubes whereupon it is collected on the anode wires

and imaged on the cathode pads. The resulting signals are then amplified, digitized

using a Flash Analog-to-Digital converter, and Kually read out. The anode wires

and cathode pads give X and Y coordinates of the point where the charged particle

crossed a particular drift tube. The relative drift time information gives the Z

coordinate for the gas crossing described by X and Y. The maximum drift distance

along the Z direction is 50 cm. The drift velocity of"an ionized trajectory segment

varies from 0.6 cm/_s to 0.9 cm/_,s and depends on the water content of. the gas

[19]. The time resolution of.the central detector is about 1 _s.
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Figure 2.3: Cut away longitudinal view of a drift tube.
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Figure 2.4: A module Wire Plane of the Soudan tracking calorimeter.
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The top surface area of the central detector is about 90 m 2 (135 m 2 when the

modular tracking calorimeter is completely deployed). The calorimeter's spatial

resolution is approximately 1 cm in each of the three spatial coordinates. The

tracking calorimeter provides the trigger for occurrence of charged-particle tracks

(see section 2.6).

2.3 The Active Shield

The active veto shield is an array of nearly 1600 proportional tube manifolds.

Each manifold contains eight hexagonal proportional chamber cells. An end view of

three manifolds is shown in Fig. 2.5, illustrating how the manifolds interlock so as

to avoid detection gaps. A sense wire of 60 _m diameter resistive nichrome is strung

along the axis of each cell. The preparation of manifolds, stringing of wires, quality

control of each manifold and performance characteristics have been described in Ref.

[23].

Ali four sense wires of the upper cells of a shield manifold (the upper 'layer')

are connected in parallel and are read out as a single electronic channel. Similarly,

the four wires of the lower layer form a single, independent channel. All wires are

kept at positive 2300 volts and all manifolds are filled with a mixture of 95% Ar

and 5% COs. Outputs from both sense wires are fed into a front-end electronics

board which is mounted at one end of the manifold within the endcap assembly (see

Section 2.4.1).

Sets of adjacent manifolds of the same length constitute veto shield 'panels', each

with a given number. For example, the entire east ceiling is regarded as one panel,

namely panel # 7. The shield floor, on the other hand, is divided up into many

relatively small panels, reflecting the circumstance that the supporting steel struc-

ture penetrates the floor elevation in many places. Within a panel, each mar_ifold is

assigned a 'tube' number. Out of the two layers, the layer which is facing the central
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Figure 2.5: End view of three adjacent veto shield manifolds.

detector is called the qn-layer', while the other one is the 'out-layer'.

The width of a veto shield manifold layer is 18.7 cre. The muon tracking reso-

lution is poor compared to the central detector; it is about 30 crn (one and a half

manifold widths) for coordinates transverse to the manifolds and degrades rapidly

(to _ 7 meters) for orientations which are more parallel to the manifolds within a

shield panel. The total area of coverage is around 1700 m2; the surface area of the

ceiling is 420 m 2. Smaller panels, called gap i'-dlers,have been added to cover the

access areas between the larger panels. Unfortunately, gap fLllers augmenting the

veto shield floor panels were not in place when the data was taken for the analysis

reported here. There was a large gap in the northern floor section, and the north

wall had not been deployed. Although some of gap fillers in the vertical wall section

(east, west and south) were actually in place, we did not utilize them in the present

analysis. In order to maintain simplicity in programming for data processing and

analysis, every shield panel was assigned to a 'superpanel'. Thus, all of the ceiling

forms superpanel _ 1, and all of the floor panels were assigned to superpanel #2.
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Ali east wall panels, all west wall panels, and all south wall panels were assigned

to superpanels # 3, 4, and 5, respectively. The north wall was introduced into the

data stream in the spring of 1993.

2.4 Electronics for the Veto Shield

When a charged particle passes through the gas within a shield manifold,

a voltage drop is created along the sense wire due to ionization which in;_tiates a

charge avalanche into the wire. This signal is amplified, converted into a digital

signal by the Digital Output Card (section 2.4.1), and then read out by a Digital

l_eadout Module (DI_M- see section 2.4.2). Each DRM is mounted into a CAMAC

crate. The response time (signal collection time) of a shield module is slightly less

than 1 ps, and thus reasonably matched to the central detector's time resolution.

The activity of the shield is sampled in 1 _s bins. The information is stored until a

main detector trigger occurs. When the main detector trigger arrives at a DRM, its

stored information is read out.

2.4.1 The Digital Output Card

Each front-end electronics card contains two channels which service upper and

lower layers of a veto shield p-tube manifold. A circuit for each channel (Fig. 2.6)

performs three functions: (i) It amplifies the small current pulse arriving from the

sense wires and converts it into a voltage pulse with a gain of 190 mV/pA [24]; (ii)

amplified signals are then discriminated with a threshold level set at 100 mV at the

comparator; (iii) signals above threshold are transmitted through the multivibrator

which generates a digital pulse, whose length of 1.2 _s is set by an RC circuit. The

output of the multivibrator is sent through a line driver which drives the pulse along

a twisted wire pair to a DRM, where it is saved for future readout. We note that

in this design, only the timing of a veto shield signal is measured; no information
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Figure 2.6: 3cher.._tic diagra=n of a digital output card.

on pulse height is available. The output card components are mounted on a 6x14

cm 2 printed circuit board. Great care was taken in the design to avoid cross-talk

between the two ampli£er circuits. The amplifier components were separated on

the board as much _s possible, and two separate grou_ :,, namely the signal ground

-- and the power ground, have been used. The two grounds are connected through a

coupling capacitor on the circuit board. The only place where the power ground

and signal ground are directly connected is at the control section, which is far from

the circuit board. The resistor and capacitor values were chosen to avoid possible
4i

oscillations in the signal, particularly within the comparator circuit.

2.4.2 Digital Readout Module

: The DRM was designed :_y W. Oliver at Tufts University [25]. This is a single

_! width CAMAC module which consists of six layers of printed circuits. It provides 64

channels to servi=e 32 veto shield manifolds. Ea:_ DRM accepts a central detector
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trigger and generates a ready-for-readout signal. The data sampling rate is 1 MHz.

A DRM also forms veto shield coincidences 1.2+2.3+3.4+ ...... +62.63+63.64 which

were used in a precursor experiment [24], but not in our analysis. The signals from

each channel of the veto shield are saved in 128 delay-lines for every 1/_s for future

readout. The data scanning time is 1 ms. When a trigger is received from the central

detector, the previous 128 #s history of shield hits is read out.

2.5 The HPW Enhancement Array

To use the veto shield as a stand-alone muon detector, all three spatial coordinates

for through-going muons should be measured. In the existing shield, depending

upon the tube orientation in the individual panel, the third spatial coordinate can

be obtained in limited, specific cases. For example, if there Js a through-going muon

which is incident from the ceiling and exits through the west floor panels, the third

coordinate can be calculated if only the direction of the muon is available. This

situation will be discussed 'n Chapter 3.

If we have proportional chambers which are deployed in a criss-cross pattern, it

is possible to have all spatial coordinates and to deduce the direction of through-

going muons independently of the central detector. Proportional tubes which were

acquired from the defunct Harvard-Purdue-Wisconsin (HPW) proton decay exper-

iment have been already deployed on one portion of the east ceiling area. These

tubes are laid transverse to the Tufts shield manifolds in the ceiling. Details con-

cerning the HPW chambers and their electronics are given in Appendix D. In a fully

deployed configuration, called the "super-shield", coarse X, Y, and Z coordinates

for through-going muons will be provided which will yield an angular resolution of

about 1.5° [27]. Additional information on HPW chambers is given in references [28]

and [29].

Currently there exist two HPW panels on the east ceiling, with 32 chambers in
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each panel; these panels have been operating for more than a year. However, the

data from these initial HPW panels are not included in this analysis. To obtain the

direction of a muon, we also need criss-crossed panels on the veto shield floor. In

the future, two criss-crossed layers of proportional tubes will cover the entire ceiling,

floor, and possibly all of the side walls, if the TASSO array is ever deployed. With

these enhancements the shield will finally become a stand-alone muon telescope.

2.6 Triggering

Full details of the trigger system for the central detector are given in references

[20] and [21]. A brief description of the triggering of an event is given below. As

described previously, traversal of charged particles through drift tubes of the central

detectorresults in ionization segments whose drift electrons create analog signals on

anode wires and cathode strips. The analog signals are immediately amplified and

digitized. The leading edge of a pulse above the central detector threshold is called

an 'edge'. The trigger system requires a minimum number of 'edges' to trigger an

e,:er,t. Specifically, seven 'edges' from any sixteen adjacent anodes OR eight 'edges'

from any sixteen adjacent cathodes within a resolving time of 72 #s are required to

trigger an event for subsequent read out. All 'edges' are separated by at least 0.6 #s

[13]. (Effects of such a trigger on detector acceptance are described in Section 4.6.)

Localized regions of ionization can arise near to the calorimeter wire plane as

the result of Compton electrons scattered by photons from the cavern rock or from

the calorimeter itself; these are called "blobs". The requirement of time separation

among pulses avoid triggering due to 'blob' pulses which start at the same time.

Usually a blob will give only one edge.

A typical through-going muon track (see Fig. 2.7) [31] will easily satisfy the

above trigger condition. An energetic muon track, either in a single or multiple muon

event, almost always produces more than seven edges with enough time separation to
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Figure 2.7: A through-going single muon track with a small knock-on electron

trigger the system. However, if a muon comes in exactly from the vertical direction,

thenthetimeseparationbetweenedgesisnearlyzero.Inthiscase,a verticalmuon

willnottriggerthesystemandtheeventislost.(SeeFig.4.2fortheeffectoftrigger

conditioninthezenithangledistribution.)

Sinceour main analysisisbasedupon the multiplemuon events,we have to

implementoIT-linesoftwarecodetoidenttifythemultiplemuon eventsamong allof

thetriggerevents.The orr-linecodeswhichwereusedtoseparatethetriggerevents

intodifferentcategories,and toreconstructmultiplemuon eventsusingvetoshield

aswellascentraldetectorinformation,aredescribedinthe followingsectionsand

inChapter3.
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2.7 Software and Data Processing

Detailedinformationon Soudan2 on-linesoftware,onthereadoutsequencefordata

acquisition,and on off-linesoftwarefordat:_processing,canbe foundinreferences

[20]and [21].Herewe brieflydescribetheaspectsoftheoff-linesoftwarewhichhave

beenutilizedforourmultiplemuon analysis.

Everyeventthatsatisfiesthecentraldetectortriggeringrequirementsiswritten

out forfurtherprocessing.A collectionofeventsrepresentinga pre-determined

amount ofdata(about2100eventsin1991)iscalleda 'run'and isassigneda five-

digitidentificationnumber. Allthebasicoff-linedataprocessingisperformedby

theSoudan Off-lineAnalysisProgramSOAP attheSoudansite.As configuredfor

thispurpose,SOAP processesand reconstructseachevent_d identifiescandidate

muon tracks(stoppingorthrough-going,singleor multiple),candidatecontained

and partially-containedevents,and candidatemagneticmonopoletracks.Starting

in1991,eventsofdifferenttypeswereseparatedintodifferentdatafiles.

InSOAP, allSoudan2 dataarestoredina one-dimensionalarrayorganizedinto

data'banks'bytheBOS dynamicmemory management system.SOAP representsan

overallframeworkwithinwhichindividualtasksareperformedby softwaremodules

called'processors'.ProcessorsperformingbasicfunctionsarePGMINI toinitialize

theprogram,PGMEND which iscalledat theend ofa computerjob,EVREAD

whichhandleseventinput,and EVWRIT foreventoutput.Centraldetectordata

arehandledby CREPLR (unpacksraw data),SOFTPL (generatesclean'software'

pulses),PMT (matchesanode and cathodepulsesto findthe XY projectionof

a centraldetectorhit),RUFT0 (estimatesTo - seeSection2.8),SEARCH (finds

straightlinesintheXZ and YZ projections),and TRAJEC (findsstraightlinesin

threedimensions-notusedinouranalysis).SPLASH istheprocessorthathandles

vetoshielddata(seebelow).Among processorsthatsearchforeventsofparticular

physicsinterestwe useonlyMMU, a processorwrittentofindmultiplemuon events.
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The Soudan 2 collaboration has developed its own database system. The nec-

essary software, written by N. West (Oxford), allows easy storage and retrieval of

detailed time-dependent information about the detector as it is being developed and

on the data as they are being acquired. The detector constants and any constants

needed by the individual SOAP processors are stored in 'titles' banks managed by

the database system.

The Subroutine to Process and Locate Associated Shield Hits, or 'SPLASH',

performs all the basic handling of the veto shield data:

(i) SPLASH unpacks the raw shield data. The form of the raw data is determined

by the design of the Digital Readout Modules (Section 2.4.2) and by the CAMAC

IO-list [26]. Every electronic channel of the veto shield is identified by the CAMAC

crate number (1-5) and CAMAC-crate slot (or DRM) number (1-15), and DRM

channel number (1-64). The crate number and the slot number are transmitted

directly by the IO-list. The DRM channel number is packed in the actual data

words together with timing information. SPLASH performs extensive checks of the

raw data structure, marks any error conditions found, _md unpacks the raw data

when no errors were found. The output is stored in 'SHLT' data banks which carry

the veto shield time slot (1-128) as their bank number, and each data word contains

the crate number, slot number, and DRM-channel number packed into 16 bits.

(ii) SPLASH provides information on hardware performance to identify malfunc-

tioning shield elements during data acquisition. Information on detector faults is

also compacted for later inclusion into the Soudan-2 database.

(iii) SPLASH translates the veto shield information from "crate-slot-DRM-

channel" into "panel-tube-layer". The mapping between the readout information

and the actual panel numbers is performed using Veto shield Database bank 1,

VDB1, stored in the Soudan 2 database.

(iv) SPLASH performs pattern recognition. It scrutinizes the veto shield hit

pattern to identify groups of hits that occur within a narrow time window (1 ps) and
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are contiguous in space. These are called 'adjacent (shield hit) groups' throughout

this Thesis. (More on veto shield hit configurations in Section 3.1.)

(v) ',:_PLASH performs geometric reconstruction. Using information from the

veto shi,:ld Database bank 2, VDB2, SPLASH finds the position in space for all

identified adjacent groups, or for any shield hits needed for the analysis.

Every SOAP execution can be tailored using commands in a ASCII text input

stream to select processors, to specify input and output files, to select events, to

modify title banks, etc. Additional title banks can also be supplied in the same

input stream either to supplement or to override the database information.

The SOAP routines are organized into libraries, updated and released to the

collaboration about twice a year. Release-13 (Release--15) SOAP was used for pro-

cessing our 1990 (1991) data. Ali of the 1990 data had to be processed at Tufts

before our event selection, but only events passed by the MMU processor had to be

handled in the 1991 data. Events are identified by at least one of several software

multiple muon trigger algorithms, as described in Section 3.2

2.8 The Event Time; SEARCH Output

The SEARCH processor, written by P.J. Litchfield (RAL), is a powerful pat-

tern recognition tool for central detector data. It aims to identify hits that form a

straight line in the anode-time (XZ) projection, and, independently, in the cathode-

time (YZ) projection; then corresponding matching projection pairs are found. The

SEARCH output used in our analysis is stored in ATLN ('Anode Time LiNe') and

CTLN ('Cathode Time LiNe') data banks in the form of slopes and intercepts for

all straight lines found.

Important for our event analysis is determination of To, the "event time". To

is the earliest time when a charged track crossed drift tubes within a module and

deposited the initial ionization. This ionization is detected by a wire-plane at the end
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of the drift tube after a time determined by the drift distance (drift direction is along

the Z axis) and drift velocity, _d,_tt = g/vd,_#. Only relative timing and relative Z-

coordinates of signals from i_lividual drift tubes within a central detector module

are therefore measured, with one exception. When a track crosses a wire-plane,

the drift time is zero, and the absolute time is known. Also, To can be calculated

when a track crosses the center of a module where the electric field changes its

direction, i.e. ionization from one part of the track drifts toward one wire-plane of

the module, and ionization from the rest of the track drifts toward the wire-plane

at the opposite end of the module. In other cases, we can determine only a range of

possible To values whose extent depends on possible drifting distances, as estimated

by processor RUFT0 using matched anode and cathode pulses (i.e. pulses with X

and Y coordinates known).

The SEARCH processor then tries to obtain the best To value based on analysis

of pulses which originated in the wire plane area, on straight-line fits for matched

anode-time and cathode--time projections, and on information supplied by the veto

shield. Anode--time, cathode-time and their error values have been used to deter-

mine the average To for our muon reconstruction. Further details on To and its

relationship to the shield timeslot will be discussed in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

Data Selection and Cuts

Introduction

We have a_veloped a software code to reconstruct candidate muon tracks using

the veto shield hit configurations. We rely solely upon the veto shield for our off-line

selection of multiple muon events ("software trigger"). We have required that there

be at least one central detector track which is coincident in time with associated

shield hits. We define the direction of the muon bundles using the central detector

track(s) and then use the veto shield to determine the bundle multiplicity. In Section

3.1 we describe the various kinds of shield hit configurations we have used. Data pro-

cessing and initial event selection are described in Section 3.2. Sections 3.3 and 3.4

summarize how the selection of muon tracks has been made for the central detector

and for the veto shield respectively. We introduce some initial physics observations

with reconstructed multiple muon bundles in Section 3.5. Some representative muon

bundle events are displayed in Section 3.6 in order to illustrate the different types

of candidate muon tracks. Displays of this kind have served as an aid to visualizing

the events in three dimensions and have been an essential tool for the carrying out

of checks of our muon reconstruction algorithms.

3.1 Shield Hit Configurations

Candidate multiple muon events are selected based upon hit patterns observed

in the veto shield. As described in Chapter 2, each veto shield proportional tube
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Figure 3.1: A single hit and Coincident-Two-Layer hits.

has two layers; each layer consists of four adjacent cells with sense wires connected

in parallel. If ionization "lights up" any one of the four sense wires within one layer

and all neighboring layers are quiescent, the pattern is called a _singlehit'. On the

other hand, if cells from two neighboring layers light up and the cells form an in-out

combination, the configuration is called a _coincident two layer hit' (CTL). Note

that the two hits of a CTL can be within one veto shield module, or in neighboring

modules occurring in the same or adjacent 1 _s time slot. These two types of hit

patterns are illustrated in Fig. 3.1

The frequency of occurrence of single hits in a typical seven - meter - long

veto shield tube layer, is 300 Hz due to natural radioactivity present in the Soudan

2 cavern. The singles rate in the entire veto shield is about 0.8 MHz. The rate of

occurrenceof CTL's is 3 Hz per manifold, or 4 khz for the whole shield; most of these

are also believed to be caused by local radioactivity. The accidental rate for CTL

hits in our shield manifolds, whichhave a 1 _ sec time resolution, is sui_ciently low to

ensure that such hits provide a reliable tag for through - going muons. Additionally,

single hits can reasonably be utilized when coincident with central detector data, as

considered in Section 3.4 below.

Figure 3.2: Adjacent Groups.
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When an energeticmuon travelsthroughmatter,itmay initiateknock-onelec-

trons(6-rays). When a muon is accompanied by such a self-induced electromagnetic

shower, there may arise, in addition to the two-layer coincident hits due to the muon

itself, hits in nearby modules due to 6-rays. We therefore consider shield-hit topolo-

gies which are larger than a CTL to be signalling the passage of a single muon, just

as we ascribe a single CTL to a single muon. Three such topologies are as follows:

(i) A configuration of any number of (overlapping) CTL hits which occur in

adjacent tube-layers, having no spatial gaps, in any particular 1 _s time slot win-

dow, is called au adjacent-hit group. Fig. 3.2 shows an example of two distinct

adjacent-hit groups.

(ii) Close adjacent-hit groups with small gaps between them are also regarded to

be associated with each other (and with the same muon track) and are defined to be

splat hits or splats. For most shield surfaces, two adjacent-hit groups are assigned

to the same splat if the shield manifolds involved are within 24 cm of each other.

An exception is made for hit associations between east and west ceiling panels, since

these panels overlap along the north-south centerline but with an elevation difference

of 50 cre. For hit associations between these panels adjacent-hit groups which are

within 80 cm (3D separation) are regarded to be within a common splat.

(iii) Single hits which are coincident with adjacent-hit groups within a 3 /_s

window and which are more than 24 cm away from a splat within a panel (coincident

single - layer hits), are also retained for further consideration in the reconstruction

of multiple muon events.

The shield time window extends from 1 to 128 _s. Hits within the earliest 20

/ms cannot be associated with a genuine multiple muon event trigger and so are

eliminated from the set of hits analyzed in the event.
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3.2 Data Processing and Initial Event Selection

All event selections for our initial data sample were based on the number of

adjacent-hit groups in the veto shield. For each Soudan 2 event, a 'Veto Shield

Type', VS-type, is determined. First, every 1 ps time slot is considered separately.

Events with no adjacent-hit groups have a VS-type of 0 in that time slot. The VS-

type is 1 if all adjacent-hit groups occur in the same super panel, a topology that is

regarded to be a 'candidate partially contained event'. If an event has exactly two

adjacent-hit groups in different super panels, the event is considered a 'candidate

single through-going muon'. If both of these super panels are vertical, it is 'candidate

horizontal muon' and its VS-type is set to 2. VS-type - 3 flags a hit topology with

three or more than three adjacent-hit groups located in at least two super panels,

considered to be _candidate multiple muon events'. After the veto-shield type is

determined for every time slot, the largest of all VS-types for the individual time

slots is assigned to be the VS-type of the event.

The actual event selection is done by the SEARCH processor and MMU proces-

sor incorporating sever_ iimltiple muon algorithms, as the collaboration's intent has

been to approach the analysis in several ditferent ways, each with its own character-

istic (and, hopefully, complementary)systematic errors. Two algorithms developed

at the University of Minnesota rely on the central detector to determine the muon

multiplicity; one counts tracks recr,nstructed by the SEARCH processor, the other

examines the topology of reconstructed points not lying on a SEARCH-track to see

if they might form a straight line. A variation of the first algorithm also looks among

veto shield CTL's for a topology consistent with muon tracks parallel to an existing

central detector track. The approach chosen a_ Tufts is based solely on the active

shield, and - at this 'software trigger' level- does not rely on track reconstruction

within the central detector. Within the MMU processor we require only that the

candidate multiple muon events have VS-type of 3, and that more than 3 adjacent-

hit groups occur in the veto shield. The MMU processor generates a logical Olt of
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all the algorithms to select the candidate multiple muon events for inclusion in an

'MMU _le'.

Two different data sets, one obtained July-August 1990 and a second set ob-

tained during April through July 1991, have been used for the analysis of under-

ground muon bundles presented here. For the 1990 data, the MMU flies were not

available, and all raw data tapes were processed at Tufts to select VS-type 3 events

and to reconstruct central detector tracks in the events selected. Starting in 1991,

the output of the MMU processor is created during the routine processing at the

: Soudan 2 site, and no further selection outside of the MMU files was needed at Tufts.

The daily rates for the candidate multiple muon events selected by our software

trigger are shown in Fig. 3.3. The horizontal axis gives the date, month and year,

while the number of multiple muon triggers for each day is shown on the vertical

axis. After subtraction of 261.0 (52.8) hours of dead time, the total detector live

time for the 1990 (1991) data sample of this study is 677.8 (1494.4) hours.

A total of 141,073 (133,608) VS-type 3 events were obta_ued from the 1990 (1991)

data sample. Before further analysis, we eliminate events which do not have any

central detector track with associated veto shield hits, and also events which have

more than 100 adjacent groups in the shield (impossible to reconstruct reliably). A
-

total of 236,479 single (in central detector only) and multiple muon events (central

detector and veto shield) remained. The event counts are summarized in Table 3.1.z.

. 3.3 Selection of Muon Tracks in the Central Detector

--

All candidate multiple muon events selected by the veto shield software trig-

ger were scrutinized for the presence of through-going muon tracks in the central

detector as determined by the SEARCH processor. The veto shield data were then

- examined for correlation with central detector tracks, both in time and in space.

The central detector - veto shield correlation in time can be described as follows.
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Figure 3.3: Multiple muon events per day.

The sequence of"happenings starts with the muon depositing ionization in a veto

shield proportional tube. A digital pulse results which is immediately inserted into

a 128 _s long FIFO (First In, First Out) buffer. Next, the muon, when passing

through the central detector, deposits ionization that drifts for up to 80 #s to a wire

plane. When the subsequent voltage drop is recognized, a trigger signal is formed,

transmitted to all veto shield CAMAC crates, and the information on the shield

activity within the last ]28 _s is read out along wi_h information on the central

detector. The veto shield 1 /is 'time slots' are numbered from 1 to 128, with 128

/is being closest to the trigger time. The task is now to find the time of passage of

the track through the central detector, To, in terms of"veto shield time slots, Tcp.

In the central detector, To is measured in 'clock ticks', with 1 tick equal to 2 ns. If
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Table 3.1: Run Statistics for the 1990 an _ 1991 data samples

Event Selection - 1990 1991

Total'number of trigger's ..... 1,299,349 2,784,176
Multiple muon software trigger 141,073 133,608
Failure events due insui_icient memory assigned by SOAP 120 158
Eventshavingno tracksinthecentraldetector 31,781 6,261
Eventswithone ormore tracksinthecentraldetector 109,292 127,350

Eventswithnumber ofgroups> 100 30 133

Eventswithgroups_ 100and with
atl_.astonetrackintheCD 109,262 127,217

, -= , ":' • , , ....

Tt,_g(=c12 ticks)isthetimewhen thetriggerissenttotheshield,we find[25]"

=(TO- ×0.2+t.+ (3.1)

wheretw(-128/_s)isthelengthoftheshieldtimewindow,and _d(-1.5/_s)isthe

delaytimebetweenthesendingofthemaindetectortriggertothevetoshieldand the

onsetofreadoutoftheshielddata.The latteroff-setconstanthasbeendetermined

empiricallyby scanningmuon events.The centraldetectorTo isobtainedby taking

theaverageoftheanodetimeToA and thecathodetimeTc underthefollowingtwo

constraints:(I)thedifferencebetweenToA and Toc shouldnotexceed100ticks(200

ns),and (2)theerrorson theToA and Toc must be lessthan30 ticks(60ns).

Fig.3.4showsthedistributionofTC'D,thetimeofa centraldetectortrigger(Fig.

3.4(a))and theleading-edgeofa vetoshieldhitconfiguration,Tvs, (Fig.3.4(b))

forindividualevents.The distributionsarewell-matched,indicatinga verysimilar

relationshiptotheactualeventtriggertimeasexpected.
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Fig. 3.5 shows the distribution of the time difference, Tcp -Tvs, in 1 ps bins.

The distribution peaks at about 1 ps and is 3/_s wide.

In our analysis, we consider a central detector track to be correlated in time with

a veto shield hit configuration, if the time difference between the leading-edge time

slot for any adjacent-hit group and Tcp is less than 10 ps (3 ps) for lgg0 (1991)

data. Only single hits occurring within 3 ps of Tcp are accepted for both data sets.

When considering the spatial relationship between central detector track and veto

shield, we first obtain slopes and intercepts of the projections of matched tracks in

the X-Z and Y-Z plane from the SEARCH processor output. We then calculate
,tl

both exit points of each muon track in the central detector and extrapolate to the

veto shield. Using the exit points, direction cosines for each individual track in

the central detector are calculated. The direction angles are given by a, the angle

between the X-axis (East-West) and the muon track, _, the angle between the Y-

axis (Vertical) and the track, and -y, the angle between the Z-axis (North-South)

and the track. Fig. 3.6 shows the global coordinate system (GS) for the Soudan

cavern.

To ascertain whether a central detector track is associated with an in-time •

adjacent-hit group or a single hit in the veto shield, coordinates of the shield exit

points of the extrapolated muon track are compared to coordinates of adjacent

groups or single hits. We should add that, due to the elongated geometry of the

veto shield, the spatial correlations are well-determined for only one coordinate for

each panel, namely the coordinate measured along a direction that is perpendicular

to the veto shield manifold length. For example, if ceiling panels are considered,

where the shield manifolds are placed along the X direction, it is the difference be-

tween the Z-coordinates of the extrapolated central detector tracks and a veto shield

group or single that is calculated. If this difference is less than or equal to 40 cm,

a distance of about two manifold widths, then the group or single hit is considered

as a hit associated with a central detector track. For all principal wall panels, the
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Figure 3.6: Coordinate system for the Soudan-2 cavern. Here _ is the unit vector
along a muon direction. X and Z axes are horizontal and the Y axis is vertical, a is
the angle between X axis and ft, fl is the angle between Y axis and _ (zenith angle)
and -y is the angle between Z axis and ft.

Y-coordinates need to be used. For the east floor the Z-coordinates need to be

used; for the west floor the X-coordinates need to be used. The orientation of veto

shield manifolds in various sections of the shield are shown in Fig. 3.7. Fig. 3.8

shows the distribution of the coordinate differences in 2 cm bins (20 cm is the veto

shield manifold width), compiled for _he entire shield using the respective coordinate

appropriate for each individual shield section. We find that most of the muon tracks

in the central detector do indeed have associated shield hits.

Within the central detector, we define a muon _bundle" to be a group of muon

tracks with an angle between two tracks not to exceed 3° for all muon pairs. The

distribution of angular separations between pairs of track in multiple muon events

is shown in Fig. 3.g. In most of the events, the angle between two tracks is less than

3°. In candidate two-muon events where the angular separation is greater than 3°,

the track which is more vertical is selected and is categorized as being a single muon

in the central detector.
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Figure 3.7: Orientation of proportional tube manifolds in the veto shield.

3.4 Reconstruction of Muon Tracks Using the Shield

To reconstruct a muon bundle using veto shield hits, we need from the central

detector at least one track which defines the direction cosines of through-going

muons. Consider the situation where there is one or more tracks in the central

detector having associated shield hits. All shield hit groups or splats and singles

associated with central detector tracks have been tagged, and so the remaining in-

time groups or splats and singles need to be considered in the reconstruction of

additional tracks.

Track reconstruction using shield hits that are unassociated with CD tracks, is

done by considering all reasonable combinations of panels. The veto shield manifold

orientation for the various panels is taken into account when evaluating hit patterns

for a candidate track.
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The following description is presented in terms of ceiling-west floor combinations ,

but is illustrative of all panel combinations. For ceiling panels, the shield manifolds

run in the east-west direction; for west floor panels the manifolds are aligned in

the north-south direction (see Fig. 3.7). For groups or single hits in the ceiling,

the Y and Z coordinates are well-defined, but the X coordinates can vary over the

manifold length of seven meters. For west floor hits, the X and Y coordinates are

well-defined, but Z can vary along the manifold length. Pig. 3.10 shows a muon

track and the shield manifolds it traverses in the west ceiling (WC) and in the west

floor (WF). QR represents a manifold on the west ceiling, while PS is a manifold

on the west floor which is oriented orthogonally to QR (as viewed from above, with

the manifolds projected onto a horizontal plane). A muon trajectory is illustrated

by the line AB. We denote the coordinates for the ceiling group by (m_,m_), _/1and

zl, and similarly the coordinates for west floor hits by m2, _/_and (z_, z_) where m_

and m_ are X coordinates for the ends of the ceiling manifold, and z_ and z_ are Z

coordinates for either end of the west floor manifold. To get the entering point and

exiting point of the track, coordinates mi for the ceiling hits and coordinates z_ for

the floor hits need to be determined. Differences between coordinates are related to

the direction cosines and to differences between other coordinates according to the

following equations:

zl - z2 _1 - Y2_ (s.2)
cos_ cos#

and

ml- z2 _ y_ - W. (3.3)
C03_ C03#

From Eq. (3.2), the z_ for the west floor panel can be determined; from Eq.

(3.3) the ml for the ceiling panel can be determined. We refer to such coordinate

combinations as "Mx combinations", arising when manifo]ds are orthogonal in space

(see Fig. 3.10). For the M.t combinations, three coordinates for both entering

and exiting points of a track can be determined. Errors for each coordinate can
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Figure 3.10: Muon track AB traversing an M.L combination of veto shield manifolds.
Manifolds QK and PS are orthogonal.

be calculated; the error assigned to direction cosines is calculated from the errors

on slopes and intercepts of the track traversing the central detector. The error

calculation will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

A different situation arises when the ceiling panels (both east and west) are to

be associated with east floor panels, for which the shield manifolds are also laid

in the east-west direction (see Fig. 3.7). In this case, the Y and Z coordinates of

candidate muons are well defined, however the X-coordinates can be anywhere along

a manifold length. Fig. 3.11 below shows how this case was handled to reconstruct

a muon track from coincident shield hits on these panels.

For Fig. 3.11, two hit groups are recorded, one on the east ceiling (EC) and

other on the east floor (EF). Two reference trajectories, QC and SD are constructed
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Figure 3.11: Muon track AB traversing an Mll combination of veto shield manifolds.
ManifoldsQR and PS areparallel.

parallelto thecentraldetectortrack.A muon trackAB isthenreconstructedso

as to be in the middlebetweenQC and SD. The errorforX-coordinatesofthe

enteringand exitingpointsofthistrackistakentobe halfoftheQD distance,i.e.

± 3.5meters(halfofa VS manifoldlength),theerrorbecomessmallerfortracks

withlargerzenithangle.VS combinationsforwhichthetraversedVS manifoldsare

parallelinspacearecalled"11//11combinations".

As illustratedinFig.3.7,theMllhitcombinationsareformedwheneverthrough-

goingmuons traverseceilingand eastfloorpanels,ceilingand southwallpanels,

east(west)walland westfloorpanelsorsouthwalland eastfloorpanels.The M_

combinations,on theotherhand,arisewheneverthrough-goingmuons passthrough
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Figure 3.12: Number of M± and MII combinations for shield surfaces.

the ceiling and west floor, ceiling and east (west) wall, east (west) wall and south

wall panels, or south wall and west floor panels. Fig. 3.12 shows the contribution of

M. and MI1tracks for group-group and group-single combinations, together with

their association with various shield surfaces. Note that the statistics of the Ml

and Mll tracks for different combinations are given by the logarithmic scale on the

vertical axis, while the horizontal axis shows the various combinations of surfaces.

The symbol C represents ceiling in combination with other panels such as floor, east,

west and south walls, E is for east wall with floor and south wall, W is for west wall

with floor and south wall and S is for south wall with floor. It is found that M.

tracks constitute 75% of the total number of tracks.
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3.5 Reconstructed Muon Bundles

Candidate muon tracks which have trajectories reconstructed in the central

detector together with associated veto shield hits, are called CLASS 1 candidate

muons. If there are no shield hits associated with a central detector track, then the

track is classified as a CLASS 3 candidate muon. Reconstructed shield candidate

muons, including both Mi and MIi tracks, which are parallel to and coincident with

central detector tracks, are categorized as CLASS 2 candidate muons. Splats on the

ceilingwhich arenotassociatedwithany CLASS i and CLASS 2 candidatetracks

and whichareintimewithin3/ts,arecalled"in-timeisolatedsplats".Due tothe

existenceofgapson thefloorduringtheperiodinwhich thedatasampleofthis

analysiswas taken,we believethatthesesplatsareassociatedwithmuon tracks

whichhavepassedthroughthefloorgaps,orthroughthenorthwallarea,whichwas

atthattimenotinstrumented.Allin-timeisolatedsplatson theceilingaregrouped

intoCLASS 4 candidatemuons. An overviewofourmuon classificationschemeis

giveninTable3.2.

Tracklengthscan be calculatedforCLASS I and CLASS 2 candidatemuons.

' For CLASS i muons,we requirethetracklengthwithinthecentraldetectortobe

greaterthan100cre.For CLASS 2 candidatemuons,we requirethattheminimum

lengthbetweenshieldsurfacestraversedtobe200cm. The tracklengthdistributions

areshown intheFig.3.13and Fig.3.14forcentraldetectortracksand forveto

shieldtracks,respectively.The lengthcutsremoveallthe "cornerclippers".Two

peaksaxeapparentinthedistributionoftracklengthforthecentraldetector.The

largepeak reflectsthe verticalheightofthe centraldetector,thatismost ofthe

muon tracksareincidentneartotheverticaldirection.The smallpeakreflectsthe

widthofthecentraldetectoralongtheeast-westdirection.Similarly,thelargepeak

in Fig. 3.14reflectsthe distancebetweena vetoshieldceilingpaneland a floor

panel.
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Table 3.2: Muon classification for tracks within a muon bundle.

CLASS Central Veto Shield Hits
,.,

Number Detector Track Num. of Layers Track End 1 Track End 2
..

4 Group Group

3 Group(Single) Single(Group)

1 Yes 2 Group(No hit) No hit(Group)

2 Single Single

1 Single(No hit) No hit(Single)

2 No 4 Group Group
,.

3 Group(Single) Single(Croup)

3 Yes O No hit No hit

4 No 2 Group(No hit) No hit(Group)

The perpendicular distance, P_j, between two parallel muons is an observable of

interest for analysis of muon bundle events. For N muons of a particular bundle there

are N(N- 1)/2 perpendicular distances. For tracks through the central detector,

the minimum/_ is required to be 8 cm (see Fig. 3.15). That is, any two tracks

within 8 cm are to be considered here as only one track. The minimum/_i is taken

to be 30 cm for veto shield tracks_ reflecting the coarse veto shield spatial resolution.

The distributions for inter-muon separations are given in Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16

for the central detector and the central detector plus the shield respectively.

Observed muon bundle multiplicity distributions for the central detector and the

shield are shown in Fig. 3.17. Figs. 3.17 (a), (b) and (c) are for the 1990 data sample

where (a) shows for the central detector candidate muon tracks only (CLASS 1), (b)

shows the CLASS 1 tracks together with candidate muon tracks
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reconstructedusingshieldhits(CLASS 2)and (c)showsfortheCLASS i,CLASS

2,and togetherwithin-timeiso_tedsplats(CLASS 4).Figs.3.17(d),(e)and (f)

show similarcombinationsofcandidatemuon tracksforthe1991datasample.The

sizeofthe detectorand the triggerrequirementwere changedforthe 1991 data

sample.Detailsconcerningthetriggerconditionswillbe discussedinChapter4.

Informationessentialforfurtheranalysisisstoredina Data Summary Tape

(DST) binaryformat.Our DST recordisa one-dimensionalvectorarray,inwhich

the dataforeacheventareorganizedinto"blocks"which storethe information

indicatedbelow:

I.Run informationsuchasrun number,eventnumber,dateand timefor

eachevent.

2.SelectedoutputfromtheSEARCH processor,includingthedirectionof

eachmuon trackinthecentraldetectorand the coordinatesofexiting

pointsinthecentraldetectoraswellasintheshield.

3.Informationconcerningadjacenthitgroupssuchasthenumber ofgroups,

thetimeslotand spatialcoordinatesforeachgroup.

4.Informationsummarizingthesinglehits.
_

5.InformationabouttrackreconstructionusingallCLASSES ofcandidate

muons.

The DST formatisfullydescribedinAppendixB.

3.6 Displays of Multiple Muon Events
-

An exampleofa muon bundleeventisshown inFig.3.i8.The picturewas pro-

: ducedby programMUPLOT, writtenforusewiththecommercialgraphicssoftware

_ "DISSPLA" toimage vetoshieldhitsand reconstructedmuon tracksinSoudan 2.

-_ Data inthecondensedData-Summary-Tape formatwereusedasinput.MUPLOT
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was based upon the software used for data selection, for muon reconstruction, and

for creating the DST, and it turned out to be a powerful tool for debugging these

codes. Candidate multiple muon events were displayed at Tufts using MUPLOT on

a TEKTRONICS workstation augmented with a color CRT terminal. The various

projected views and the shield hits in various panels were displayed in different col-

ors in order to clarify the hit patterns of these complex events. Unfortunately, the

DISSPLA graphics package is no longer available at Tufts.

In Fig. 3.18, the outer solid-line represents the veto shield, and the smaller

dotted outline represents the central detector. Track 1 is detected within the central

detector, with exit points shown by open circles. The full circles denote the veto

shield exit points of the track extrapolated from the central detector. All the other

tracks are reconstructed using veto shield hits only. The adjacent-hit groups are

shown by rectangles (solid line in the ceiling, dotted line elsewhere), and single

hits are depicted by the straight-line segments. Track 2 is sn example of a Mx

combination of shield hits involving the west ceiling and the west floor. The Mx

combinations are reconstructed with small uncertainty in the exit points. Tracks

3 (east ceiling- east floor) and 4 (west ceiling - south wall) are examples of MII

combinations; they have large uncertainty in the exit points in the direction along

the veto shield manifolds (east - west direction in this example).

The layout of a full event display is illustrated in Fig. 3.19. The 3-D view is

placed into the center surrounded by "unfolded" veto shield super panels; the ceiling

on the top, west and east walls are on the right, floor is on the bottom, and the

south wall is on the left. The upper and lower right-hand corners show projections

of the entire veto shield plus central detector complex, depicting all veto shield hits

and reconstructed tracks, as viewed from the north (on top) and from the east (on

the bottom).

A display of a two-muon event is shown in Fig. 3.20, and a twelve muon bundle

is displayed in Fig. 3.21. In Fig. 3.20, the track which is reconstructed in the central
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detector extrapolates to a point in the east ceiling which is a point of intersection

of two perpendicular veto shield modules. The southeast corner of the shield ceil-

ing is the only area of the veto shield with criss-crossed shield manifolds. In this

area one can pinpoint the position of a muon track with ease and accuracy. This

shield manifold configuration is left over from an early study of"single muons pass-

ing through the Souda_ 2 cavern (RES'. [24]). It is indicative of the muon tracking

capability which might eventually be achieved with future upgrades of the Soudan

2 veto shield, as will be mentioned in Chapter 8.

A STING image of a muon bundle with fourteen muons passing through the

central detector is shown in Fig. 3.22. STING (Soudan Two INteractive Graphics)

is a software package which allows events to be displayed interactively. It provides

both an anode pulse plot and a cathode pulse plot, displaying the microstructure

of ionization in each drift tube within each central detector calorimeter module.

STING also displays positions and timing for shield CTL hits. It has many more

features such as ind._rect energy tagging, using colors to show the amount of"ioniza-

tion deposited in each drift tube, etc. The "space plot" shown in the Fig. 3.22, has

three views. The "FI_ONT VIEW" shows the Y-X projection of"the event. This is

the view that one has when looking at the detector from the north facing south. The

"SIDE VIEW" is the ¥-Z projection of. the same event; this is the view standing

on the east, facing west. The "TOP VIEW" is the X-Z projection. As discussed

earlier, the slope and intercept of a track in the X-Z projection and Y-Z projection

have been used to reconstruct muon tracks in three dimensions.
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Figure 3.18: Three dimensional view of an event. The numbered tracks are examples
of the various cla.ssifications of candidate muon tracks.
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Figure 3.20: An Event Display showing the coincident hit patterns recorded on some
veto shield surfaces with two muon tracks.
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Figure 3.21" An Event Display showing the coincident hit patterns recorded on all
veto shield surfaces in a twelve multiple muon event.
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Figure 3.22: STING image of an event which has fourteen muons passing through
the central detector.
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Chapter 4

Detector Acceptance Eflciencies and
Uncertainties

4.1 Acceptance of the Central Detector

For the 1990 data sample, the edge trigger requirement, as discussed in Chapter

2, was set at 7 edges for the anode channels of the central detector. This requirement

yields an overall acceptance of 84% for through-going muons, with the bulk of the

losses being due to trigger "holes" along the north-south and east-west directions.

The edge trigger condition was embellished for the 1991 data sample by accepting

the logical .OR. of 7 anode edges and 8 cathode edges (see section 2.6). As a result,

the trigger acceptance increased to 94% [30]. The improvement can clearly be seen

in the azimuthal angle distributions shown in section 4.3 below.

The efficiency for reconstruction of single muons which trigger the central detec-

tor, using the processor SEARCH is about 99% [34]. This efficiency is reasonable

for multiple muon event reconstruction with up to four or five muons in the bun-

dle. For higher multiplicity events (>5), the SEARCH reconstruction efficiency for

individual muons is somewhat smaller.

4.2 Efficiency of the Active Shield

The overall efficiency of the veto shield has been determined using muon tracks

which are reconstructed in the central detector and then extrapolated in both direc-

tions to the surrounding shield surfaces, where the activity in the shield is examined.
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Table 4.1' Veto shield area as of June 1991.

Veto shield Total area Area covered Area of Percentage

superpanels (m 2) by panels (m 2) the gaps (m n) covered (%)

East and West Ceiling 420.0 420.0 0.0 100.0

East Wall 294.3 284.6 9.7 96.7

West Wall 294.5 284.6 9.9 96.6

South Wall 128.1 125.8 2.3 98.1

East and West Floor 420.0 227.8 192.2 54.2

Total area 1556.9 1342.8 214.1 86.2

The two factors which contribute to overall shield inefficiency are geometrical losses

and electronic inef_ciency. Geometry losses arise from the fact that all vertical walls

and the floor have gaps between panels; some of these gaps are unavoidable due to

requirements of structural supports for the central detector. Many of these gaps
o.

were later filled or covered by small "gap filler" units which however were not in

place by summer 1991.

The areas for dii_erent shield panels are given in Table 4.1. The fractional area

covered by the active shield, out of the total shield outline, is 86% for the complete

veto shield (excluding the north wall), and 98% for the south wall, 97% for the east

wall and the west wall, and 54% for the floor. The ceiling is fully covered. The

above numbers show that the veto shield has a geometrical acceptance factor which

limits muon detection in the shield. Note that the floor superpanel has gaps which

are distinctly bigger than those found in the other panels.

Veto shield ei_ciencies have been calculated based upon scanning of three-dimensional

images of the reconstructed tracks. Scanning was carried out for four data runs; only

bundle multiplicities of up to 3 muons in the central detector were used so as to mini-

mize pattern recognition problems. A breakdown of the various hit statistics is given

in Table 4.2. For a central detector track, the existence of at least one shield hit
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Table 4.2: Number of veto shield hits associated with each central detector muon

track, from 376 muon events scanned by physicists.

Shield Hit Configuration Ntunber of Tracks

4 layer hits 499

3 layer(Groups/Single) 47

2 layer(Groups/No-hits) 26

2 layer(Groups/Gap) 47

1 layer(Singles/No-hits) 1

Total number of tracks 620

(single hit or adjacent group) was required. However, for any track reconstructed

using shield hits only, the track was required to have shield hits at both ends. The

veto shield hits can be either group-group or group-single hit combinations. The

results are as follows:

For 620 tracks, the number of "hits" expected for a perfect shield is 2,480. The

totalnumber of hitsobservedis2,284,consequentlythe overallei_ciencyofthe

shield,whichincludesbothgeometryand electronics,is92%. Fortheceilingpanels

theoveralle_ciency(geometryand electronics)is98%,forthefloorpanelsitis86%,

fortheeastwall97%, forthewestwall98%, and forthesouthwalltheefficiency

is97%. The electronicef_ciencyis96%. The overallef_ciencyofthefloorpanelsis

highelthanthegeometricalcoverage(54%)oftheflooraccordingtothiscalculation

fortwo reasons.Becauseofasymmetryofthecentraldetectorwithrespecttothe

shieldlayout,muon tracksarepreferentiallylocatedwithinthe centraldetector

area.Underneaththecentraldetector,however,most oftheflooriscovered.The

uncoverednorthfloorareaadverselyaffectsthefloor'sgeometryei_ciencybutthis

portionofthefloorislessfrequentlytraversedby muons fromtriggeringbundles.

The electronicef_ciencyoftheshieldcanalsobeinvestigatedwithhighstatistics

usingtalliesofhitsobservedwithCLASS i tracksinthecentraldetector.Forthis
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Table 4.3: Run statistics for 54,035 events with two or more candidate muons from

the 1991 data, used to calculate efficiency of the shield.

ShieldHitConfiguration Number Tracks

4 layerhits 39,991

3 layerhits 7,645

2 layer (Singles/Singles) 470

2 layer(Groups/No-hits) 15,834

2 la',er(Groups/Gap) 8,049

1 layer(Singles/No-hits) 1,240

1 layer(Singles/Gap) 588

0 layer(No-hits/No-hits) 1,158

Totalnumber oftracks(CLASS i) 73,817

analysis,a totalof54,035eventsfromMay throughJuly1991havebeenused.The

eventscontained73,817centraldetectortracksclassifiedas CLASS i tracks(see

Table4.3),i.e.accompaniedby vetoshieldhits,and 1,158centraldetectortracks

classifiedas CLASS 3,i.e.withoutany vetoshieldhits.Only trackswith zenith

anglebetween15o and 60°,and withrecordedtracklengthgreaterthan100cre,are

included.

With fullshieldcoverage,everycentraldetectortrackshouldbe accompanied

by signalsinfourchannelsofvetoshieldelectronics,two comingfrom neighboring

layersofvetoshieldmoduleswithinan adjacentgroupateachend ofthe(extrapo-

lated)track.Allpossibleconfigurationsofdetectedand missingvetoshieldhitsare •

categorizedinTable3.2,and thecorrespondingtrackcountsarebroughttogether

inTable4.3.Note thatwe haveseparatedthecountsoftrackswhichhaveno shield

signalon one sideintotwo categories,one forthe "true"No-hitscase,where the

centraldetectortrackisextrapolatedtoan existingvetoshieldmodule which did

not £re,and a secondcategoryfortracks,whichpointedintoa gap betweenveto
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shield panels.

Fer 73,817 tracks in a hermetic shield with 100% electronic ef_ciency, the number

of veto shield hits arising from four-layer coincidences should be 295,268. The total

number of hits observed is 233,433. This would indicate that the overall shield

ef_ciency is 79% (78%) if we exclude (include) CLASS-3 tracks, a value that is lower

than the 92% obtained for the smaller scanned sample. In particular, within the

scanned sample, only 4% of tracks are of the Hits/No-hits categories (Groups/No-

hits and Singles/No-hits), 8% are Hit/Gap tracks, and no No-hits/No-hits tracks

were observed. In comparison, in the 1990 (1991) sample, the fraction of Hits/No-

hits tracks is 13% (24%), Hits/Gap tracks form 13% (12%) of the total, and there

are 0.7% (2%) No-hits/No-hits tracks. The quality of data seems to be lower in the

overall sample ud worse in 1991 than in 1990.

The reason for this discrepancy lies in the data processing. The 1990 data

were processed with Release-13 SEARCH, which was conservative, while Release-15

SEARCH was used for the 1991 data. In this verson, many more spatially limited

collections of hits were reconstructed as tracks. In our analysis, the length of the

track within the central detector (as included in the DST) was calculated as a dis-

tance between the inferred exit points of the track from the outer surface of the

detector, which in some cases does not represent the distance between the actual

end hits within the detector. Consequently, the tracks which are in the CLASS-

1 category include the following track types: (i) real through-going muons with

associated shield hits at bot:h ends; (i!_. real through-going muons with associated

shield hits at one side only, where the shield failed to respond on the other side due

to electronic inei_ciency or due to a presence of a gap; (iii) stopping muons with

associated shield hits on one side; and (iv) extrapolated shorter tracks which may

have associated shield hits that are accidental, caused by natural radioactivity in

the surrounding rock, or by 6-rays from nearby muon.

_m _epa_ing re_ _"..... _. _..;.. m,,,_,_ from the tracks in categories (ii], (iii),
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and (iv)isimpossibleatthispointbecausethe actuallengthswithinthecentral

detectorarenotavailableon theDST. As a consequence,candidatemuon tracksof

these categories, as well as the No--hit/No-hit tracks, have been eliminated from the

further analysis for multiple muon studies. As a result, we have included for further

analysis as good through-going muon tracks 64°_ of the total number of candidate

muon tracks.

We next calculate the veto shield electronic e_ciency for the data used in our

final analysis using central detector tracks with shield hits at both ends. We obtain

a value of 96_ which agrees with the ei_ciency obtained from the sample of scanned

events.

Lastly, we estimate that the tracks eliminated from the analysis contain 9% of the

true through-going muon tracks (based upon the scanned events). By eliminating

some good muon tracks from the total number of through-going muons with the

cuts described above, a potential source of systematic error is introduced, which will

be examinedinSection6.3.

4.3 Zenith Angle and Azimuthal Angle Distributions

We e:_eabletodetectmuons inmost directionswithgood acceptance.However,

therearea fewspecificdirectionswithreducedacceptance.The angularacceptance

ofthecentraldetectorisdescribedhereintermsofthezenithand azimuthalangles.

The zenithangleistheangleofa muon track(unitvector_ inFig.4.1)withrespect

totheverticaldirection(_inFig.4.1),and theazimuthalangleistheanglebetween

theprojectionofa trackontotheXZ-plane,_xz, and the Z-axis(_ inFig.4.1).

We calculatethecosineoftheazimuthalangle,_,

cos_- cos'_
sin_'

where _ isthezenithangle,and cos-yisthedirectionalcosinewithrespecttotheZ-

axis.Distributionsin13and _ areshown inFigures4.2,4.3,and 4.4.As seeninFig.

_

-
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4.2,mostofthedetectedmuons areobservedtobeincidentwithzenithanglesof300

- 40°.We notethatno significantdifferenceisobservedbetweenzenithdistributions

inthe1990and 1991data.InFig.4.3we seepronouncedgapsinthe_bdistribution,

aswellasdifferencesbetweenthe1990and 1991data.

Azimuthalangledistributionsforallzenithangleareshown for1990and 1991

datainFigs.4.3(a)and (b).Fig.4.4shows the azimuthalangledistributionfor

threedifferentzenithanglerangefrom 00 to 20o,from 20o to40o,and from 40o

to600. The distributionsshow thatthedetectoracceptancevarieswiththe muon

direction.Inthenorth- southand east- westdirectionstheacceptanceispoorfor

severalreasons:

(1) Central detector geometry: There are cracks between adjacent detector mod-

ules which are approximately 10 cm wide and lie along the north - south and east

- westdirections.Muons whichpassthroughthedetectorinsucha way thatmost

oftheirtrajectoryispassingthrougha crackwillnotbe detected.

(2)Triggeringrequirement[35]:As describedinSection2.6,atleast7 (8)anodes

(cathodes)withinany 16--electroderangewithint,,_=- 72psmust fireinorderfor

theeventtoberecorded.Thisrequirementeliminatestracksthatarenearlyparallel

tothedriftdirectionortothewire--plane.Ifwe taketheanodesasan example,the

minimum anglewithrespecttothedrift(north- south)directionisdeterminedby

thecondition

(ne@,o- I)x anode spacing
tan%_ =

_nm_ X _3drif t

and themaximum angle by the condition

(16- I)× anode spacing

tan%_,_= (r_e@eo- 1)× 600nsx Vd_jt

representingtherequirementthatonlyone edgecan occurinany one trigger-clock

periodof600 ns. Foranode spacingof1.48cm and driftvelocityof0.6cre/pswe

obtain"7,,_n= 11.6°,and %,,== 84.4°.
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(3) Track recoratr_ct.ion: Tracks with very few anode hits or with very few

cathode hits are dif_cult to reconstruct.

Detector acceptance is greatly improved for the 1991 data when cathode pulses

were included in the trigger defmition along with the anode triggering requirement,

as described in Section 4.1. As a result, the acceptance "holes" were narrowed down

and partially filled, but not completely eliminated.

The surface above Soudan 2 is not fiatl rather, there is a ridge running along the

east-west direction (see Fig. 4.5). The elect of variable overburden is readily seen

by looking at the diferences in the relative event rates which are higher for the SE

and SW quadrants compared to the NE and NW quadrants in Fig. 4.3. Above the

south side of the detector, the surface falls off quickly. Above the north side, the

land on the surface extends at the same altitude for a longer distance, thus yielding

more earth overburden above the detector in the northern direction.
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4.4 Error Analysis

Errors in spatial coordinates x, y, z associated with muon tracks are based upon

the errors assigned to slopes and intercepts of tracks which have been reconstructed

by the SEARCH algorithm. Details concerning the error calculations are given in

Appendix C. Recall from Chapter 3 that there are three different types of candidate

muon tracks, namely central detector tracks, M_ shield tracks, and M Hshield tracks.

The central detector has excellent resolution (1 crn for all spatial coordinates), con-

sequently tracks reconstructed within the central detector have small errors (see

section 4.4.1). The veto shield provides relatively poor resolution. Errors for the

track coordinates determined by the active shield depend on the track type, M_

or MII type (see section 4.4.2). Errors on the intermuon separation R_j have been

calculated for all combinations of tracks which traverse the central detector and/or

the shield. A weighting factor 1/(Z_P_j) _ is introduced wherever distributions of

intermuon separation are plotted.

4.4.1 Errors on P_j for Central Detector Muons

The distribution of calculated errors on intermuon separation involving pairs of

muon tracks reconstructed using the central detector (CLASS 1 muons) is shown in

Fig. 4.6(a). The distribution peaks around 3 crn and extends up to 30 cre, which is

about one and a half veto shield manifold widths. The average intermuon separation

for central detector tracks is nearly 4.9 meters, and so the error on R_j is typically

less than one percent for pairs of such tracks.

4.4.2 Errors on P_j for Shield M± and -_11 Muons

Fig. 4.6(c) shows the distribution of errors assigned to separations P_j among

the M_ type tracks only. The distribution peaks at about 14 cm and extends to

350 cre, which is half the length of a veto shield manifold. However the distribution
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falls mostly within 30 cm, which is 1.5 shield manifold module widths. The average

intermuon separation is 7.1 meters when shield tracks and central detector tracks

are combined together. The average percentage error on P_j is 4% when Mk type

tracks are involved, and 18% when the track pairs invoIve Mll type tracks.

Fig. 4.6(d) shows the error distribution for combinations when only Mll type

tracks are used. The error AR_j is seen to be much larger in this case. Although the

distribution peaks at 30 cm, it does not fall off at higher R_i values. The contribution

of M Htype pairs to the R_j distributions for all reconstructed muons is about 20%.

Since we weight each P_j by the inverse square of its error, the pairs of Mll type

tracks do not exert an undue influence on our analysis distributions.
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Chapter 5

Simulation of Underground Muon Bundles

5.1 Overview of the Monte Carlo Simulation
t

To relate our observations of muon bundles at a depth of 2090 rowe to the prop-

erties of_the primary cosmic ray flux, we used Monte Carlo simulations based upon

parametrizations given by C. Forti et al. [37]. The parametrizations are based upon

detailed, event-by-event simulations of atmospheric cascades. To facilitate compar-

ison, the simulations used for our analysis are simplified, using techniques described

below. Our simulation provides rates and distributions of coincident multiple muons

to be expected in the Soudan 2 detector system.

An energy of the primary cosmic ray nucleus is selected randomly according to

the cosmic ray energy spectrum (Section 5.1.1). For purpose of simulation, the pri-

mary cosmic ray nuclei are organized into five groups; these include protons (A-l),

helium (A-4), the CNO group (average A-14), the Mg-Si group (A-28), and iron

(A-56). For each primary energy generated, one calculates- for each group of nu-

clei - a probability that a nucleus is incident at the given energy according to the

differential ftux of the model being used (see Eq. 5.1). The simulation then selects

a particular nucleus in proportion to the probabilities calculated.

The threshold energy E_h at the surface required to give a muon track at the

depth of the detector is calculated. The threshold E_h depends on zenith angle 0,

the azimuthal angle ¢_, and the slant depth. The zenith and the azimuthal angles
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are generated isotropically according to

coso= cosO,_o,+ s. (1 - cosO,_)

and

_= s •21r,

where s (0.0< s < 1.0)isa random number,and 0,,,,=isthe maximum zenith

angleallowedforthesimulation,0mo== 60°.Isotropicgenerationofthedirections

ofmuons incidentupon theEarth'ssurfaceabovethedetectorisfoundtoyieldan

accuraterepresentationofmuon directionsobservedatthedetector-seeFig.6.1.

The averagenumber ofmuons forourdepthiscalculatedusinga functiondescribed

inSection5.1.3.Foreachmuon withina bundle,theperpendiculardistancefrom

the bundlecoreisselectedaccordingtothepower law describedin Section5.1.4.

Then thebundlecorewithitsassociatedmuons isdistributedrandomlyyieldingas

_'detectedmuons" thosewhichpassthroughthecentraldetectorand/ortheshield.

The detectedmuons from simulatedbundlesarewrittenontoa DST withformat

nearlyidenticaltothedataDST format.

For purposesofsimulation,thecentraldetectorand the shieldaretreatedas

rectangularparallelepipedswithdimensions8 x 11 x 5 m and 14 x 30 x 10 m

respectively.Coordinatesofenteringandexitingmuon tracksthroughtheshieldare

transformedintopanelnumber,tubenumber and in-or-outchannels,whichisthe

same form inwhichrealmuon hitsarerecorded.At leastone muon isrequiredto

passthroughand be recordedby thecentraldetector,inorderthata muon bundle

be consideredforfurtheranalysis.The muon(s)throughthecentraldetectormust

satisfythetriggerconditionsfortheactualdata.
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in Table 5.1. Details of the four cosmic ray composition models are given in Section

5.2.

The total integrated cosmic ray flux N, summed over all particles within the

energy range E,_in and E,_ffi, is given by

K

N= ¥ - (S.2)

Here N is in nuclei/m 2 s sr. The total flux N is calculated for two primary energy

intervals, namely from 10 TeV to 100 TeV and from 100 TeV to 106 TeV. Different

Monte Carlo runs were made for the two energy windows. Then the events generated

within the second interval of primary energy were weighted according to the total

flux within this energy window. In this way the full range of primary cosmic rays

was sampled without consuming excessive amounts of computer time.

The minimum primary energy needed to produce at least a single muon on the

27th level is 2E_h _ 1.6 TeV for vertical muons. Since the rate of multiple muon

events (N_ > 2) below 10 TeV is negligible, a minimum primary energy of 10 TeV

was used in the simulation.

5.1.2 Muon Energy Losses in the Rock

The rate of energy loss due to electromagnetic interactions of a muon with energy

E s in TeV, as a function of slant depth y, in gcm -_, is given by [24]

des
= a + bEr. (5.3)

dy

In this formula, a is the rate of loss of energy through ionization and is taken to be

constant for energy above a TeV:

a = 2.5 x 10-s TeV/g cm -2.

The term bE_, gives the energy loss due to bremsstrahlung. This loss increases with

increasing energy. The constant b, appropriate for greenstone rock traversed by _ 5
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TeV muons,istakentobe

b = 4.0x 10-6g-lcm_.

Fora flatoverburden,theslantdepthy asfunctionofthezenithangle{7isgivenby

y = p D aec0.

At theSoudansitetheaveragerock densityobtainedwithoresamplestakenthrough-

out themine p = 2.93gcm -sand theverticaldepthD=723 m. Eq. (5.3)can be

integrated[27]overthedistancefromthesurfacetoyieldthethresholdenergyE_h

fora muon toreachthe27thlevel:

E_h - 0.625(è '°xx°-e'- I). (5.4)

Usingthisrelation,theminimum energyrequiredfora verticalmuon toreachthe

27thlevelis0.85TeV.

5.1.3 Muon Bundle Multiplicity

The work of Forti et al. [37] gives phenomenological formulas which are very

usefulin describingtheaveragebehaviorofmuon bundlesunderground.We now

discussthemostimportantoftheserelations.The averagenumber ofmuons, (N_},

producedby primarycosmicraysofnuclearmass number A, energyE, and zenith

angle 0 is given by [37]

A seco f
(N.)- _ (Ep/E.)g(Ep/E.), (5.5)

where E_ is the primary energy per nucleon in TeV. The function

g (Er,/E_, ) = O.02126 (Ej,/E_,) °',°es (1 - E_,/Ev)

describes the mean number of high energy muons in the atmospheric cascade; the

function

[ 48.27 ]] = +VE ,9.467 ( ,/ _)" J
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Figure 5.2: Muon multiplicity distributions from each of the four CR composition
models.

is the correction factor for the mean number of muons at the depth oi the detector.

f (EpE,,) approaches one for larser values of Ep/E_,. Equation (5.5) is valid for

E_,/E, > 2 where E, is inferred from Eq. (5.3). The distribution of N, is described

by a negative binomial function of the form

P(N,)= 1+ (N,I/k 1+ (N,I/k ' (5.6)

with

k = A=lSlOF((N")/A),

and

£ ((N,,)/A)= 0.748+0.aS0los,o((g,,)/A)+ 0.045[tOg,o((N,,)/A)]_
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In our Monte Carlo runs, the number of muons N, arriving at the 27th level are

generated according to the Eq. (5.6). The multiplicity distributions obtained for

the various models are given in Fig. 5.2. The distributions shown could only be

observed in an underground detector of much larger dimensions than the existing

detector and with perfect muon tracking.

5.1.4 Separation of Muons from the Bundle Core

The distribution of lateral distances of muons perpendicular to the shower axis

is given by an inverse power law form:

dN_ (a- 1)(a- 2) R_ (5.7)_= N. R___ (Ro+ R.)_"

The constant Ro is related to the characteristic distance or mean separation (R_/

from the core and is given by

_-3

Ro- --5-(R./

where (Ru) is given by

<a.)= vCE.,F..,O)[__.62E;°'° CE..IE.)°'_'socO],

with

G(Ep, E,,,8) = A(Ep,8) + B(Ep,8)(E_,- 1),

A(Ep, O) = 1.39- 0.383X + 6.72 x 10-2X 2 + 0.1(sec8- 1),

BCE_,,8) = [3.14 x 10-2 + 6.65 x 10-3(X- 1)](2- secS),

and with X = logl0(Ep/1TeV ). The parameter a is given by

,_=O(E.) _._3s ]-1.126 4- {R,) 4- 0.848 ,

with

C(Ep) = exp(2.413 - 0.260X 4- 0.0266X2).
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from the four models.

The mean separation (R_,) is in meters: the above formulas characterize bundles for

which (R,) > 1.13 m. If (2_) < 1.13 m, the exponential form can be simplified to

1 dN_ 4R.
dR.- (R.)' (5.8)

Details concerning the relation between (R,) and the transverse momentum p=

are given in Chapter 6, Section 6.4. Distributions of R_ for generated events, before

detector cuts are applied, are shown in Fig. 5.3 for the four composition models.

5.2 Models of Cosmic Ray Composition

Four models for the primary cosmic ray nuclear composition are compared

with our observations on muon bundles. The models are the P-poor model (PP),

the Maryland model (MD), the Constant-Mass-Composition model (CMC), and the
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Linsley model (LI). The models can be divided into two categories. The Linsley

model proposes that the cosmic rays consist mainly of protons. The CMC model

predicts that the cosmic ray composition includes substantial amount of light el-

ements such as protons, helium and the CNO group together with a few percent

admixture of heavy dements such as Si, Mg, be. These models are the "light"

nuclear composition models. The Maryland and P-poor models are the "heavy"

nuclear composition models, postulating a substantial contribution from iron and

other heavy elements in the cosmic ray composition. A brief description of each

model is given below.

The Linsley Composition Model

The composition model of Linsley [38] proposes that the percentage of protons

in primary cosmic rays increases from 48% to 92% within the energy range from 1.0

TeV to 106 TeV (see Fig. 5.4 (a)). For this model, the spectral slope in the energy

spectrum model changes in two places. Below the first cutoff energy of 100 TeV, the

slope is 2.73; however it changes to 2.50 between 100 TeV and 104 TeV. The slope

of the energy spectrum again changes beyond the second cutoff energy, this time to

3.23.

In this model, the fraction of elements from He up to Fe, is 12% to 1fi% in the

low energy region and falls to 2% in the high energy region. It has been suggested

that Active Galactic Nuclei may be sources of high fluxes of high energy protons [2].

The Linsley model is consistent with the scenario that the AGN contributes in an

essential way to a predominance of protons in high energy cosmic rays [2].

The Constant Mass Composition Model

According to this model, the primary cosmic rays contain substantial amounts

of both light and heavy elements [39]. For energies up to 2.0 x 10s TeV the percentage

of protons in this model is 36% , while it is 19% for He, 13% for the CNO group,

19% for the Mg-Si, and 13% for iron. In the high energy region (above the "knee"
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), the percentage of protons falls to -,_ 24% while the amount of iron increases to

23%. Similarly, the contents of the Mg-Si group also increases to 26_ (see Fig. 5.4

(b)). In the CMC model, unlike the other models, all the mass groups have the same

spectral slope -7. Its value is 2.71 up to the energy where slope changes, and is 3.0

for higher energies.

The Maryland Composition Model

In the Maryland model, the proton flux is proposed to drop almost to zero

in the high energy region above 104 TeV. On the other hand, cosmic ray flux in this

model is rich in heavy nuclei such as Mg-Si and Fe [40] (see Fig. 5.4 (c)).

The P-poor composition Model

In the P-poor model, the slope changes at energy 105 TeV, which is low

compared to the other models. The iron contribution in this model increases with

increasing primary energy [41], while the proton content in the cosmic rays decreases

with increasing energy (see Fig. 5.4 (d)). The fractions of other groups of elements

such as CNO and Mg-Si are fairly low compared to the Fe content in this model.

(The plots in Fig. 5.4 were reproduced from Ref. [37] (Fig. 17.))

The parameters required for computer simulation of the models are given in Ta-

ble 5.1. Normalization constants K, before the cutoff energy (Ec), and slopes, before

and after the cutoff energy, have been taken from Reference [37]. The normalization

constants K _,above the cutoff energy, have been calculated by equating the differen-

tial flux at Ec. Using these parameters, the integral fluxes have been calculated for

the different compos!tions. These fluxes are the basis for generation of the primary

energy in our simulations leading to underground multiple muons at Soudan. Note

that as mentioned earlier, in the Linsley model, the slope of the primary flux versus

energy changes in two places for the proton component.
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Table 5.1: Normalization factors K, K _, slopes 7, before and after cutoff energy Ec.

m

Mass Mass K(E < Ec) K'(E > Ec) Slope 7 E,

Group Number m-%-lsr -1 (GeV/nucleus) -1 E < Ec [ E > Ec
GeV

P-poor Composition

p 1 1.51 x 104 4.78 x 105 2.70 3.00 1.0 x 10s

He 4 7.02 x 103 2.72 x 105 2.70 3.00 2.0 x 105

CNO 16 2.68 x 10a 5.10 x 105 2.61 3.00 7.0 x l0 s

Mg/Si 28 2.93 × 10 3 6.36 x 105 2.62 3.00 1.4 x 108

Fe 56 8.56 x 102 1.43 x 106 2.50 3.00 2.8 × 106

Maryland Composition

p 1 1.98 x 104 3.83 x 107 2.75 3.35 3.0 x 10s

He 4 1.03 x 104 3.02 x 107 2.77 3.37 6.0 x 10s

CNO 16 2.15 x 10S 1.34 x 107 2.60 3.20 2.1 x 106

Mg/Si 28 1.14 x 10S 1.07 x 107 2.50 3.10 4.2 x 106

Fe 56 5.95 x 102 8.49 × 106 2.50 3.10 8.4 x 106

Constant Mass Composition

p 1 1.72 x 104 1.16 x 106 2.71 3.00 2.0 x 106

He 4 9.20 x 103 7.56 x 105 2.71 3.00 4.0 x 106

CNO 16 6.20 x 10a 7.32 x 105 2.71 3.00 1.4 x 107

Mg/Si 28 9.20 x 10a 1.30 x 106 2.71 3.00 2.6 x 107

Fe 56 6.20 × 103 1.07 x 106 2.71 3.00 5.2 x 107

Linsley Composition

p 1 2.60 x 104 1.84 x 10a 2.73 2.50 1.0 x 105

He 4 8.16 x 10a 8.16 x 106 2.73 3.23 1.0 x 106

CNO 16.0 5.65 x 103 1.06 x 107 2.73 3.23 3.5 x 106

Mg/Si 28 7.30 x 10a 1.93 x 107 2.73 3.23 7.0 x 106

p 1 1.84 x 10a 8.03 x 106 2.50 3.02 1.0 x 107

Fe 56 6.33X 103 2.2x 107 2.73 3.23 1.3x 107
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5.3 Uncertainties in the Monte Carlo Simulation

Since our Monte Carlo simulation is based upon many assumptions and approxi-

mations, predictions from the simulation contain systematic errors. There are three

major contributors to such errors in our simulation:

(i) Topology of the earth overburden above the detector.

(ii) The detector geometry and its ef_ciency.

(iii) The hadronic interaction model which has been used to derive

essential equations such as those used to calculate (N_) and R_.

5.3.1 Earth overburden above the detector

The surface of the earth above the detector is not fiat, rather it is a wedge-

shaped hill (see illustration in Fig. 4.5). There is a long ridge running along the

east-west direction, which gives more overburden in that direction. Along the north-

south direction, the slope changes quickly and the overburden falls off (see section

4.3). The slant depth, which is defined by the polar angles 0 (zenith angle) and _b

(azimuthalangle),iscalculatedusinga detailedtopographicaimap ofthehill[36]

correspondingtoone degreezenithanglebinningand one degreeazimuthalangle

binning.

The slantdepthfora muon path alsodependson the rockdensityaccording

y = pDsec& The averagerockdensityiscalculatedfrom samplingofrocktaken

from variousplacesneartheSoudan 2 site[43].An averagedensityof2.93g cm -s

was deducedfromtheabovesampling,tobe comparedtotheStandardRock density

which is2.55+0.05gcm -s[7].

Uncertaintiesinthedensityoftherockand intheslantdepth calculationcan

giverisetosystematicerrorintheMonte Carlosimulation.To studythesensitivity

of"the simulationto changeinthe rockdensity,threedifferentsetsofsimulated

eventshavebeenproducedusingdifferentdensityvalues,namely2.55,2.65and 2.93
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gcm -s. The absolute event rates have been compared with the data as discussed in

Chapter 6.

In addition to the rock density, the average values for atomic number (Z) and

atomic mass number (A) for Soudan rock can also contribute to systematic error

since muon energy loss in passage through the rock depends upon Z and A. Since

energy loss due to ionization is proportional to Z/A, and since energy loss due to the

radiative processes such as bremsstrahlung is proportional to Z 2 [44], it is necessary

to get a good estimate for average Z and A as well as for the density of the rock,

in order to calculate the constants a and b in Eq. (5.3) (see Section 6.4 for more

detail).

5.3.2 Detector geometry and geometric efficiency

A uniform rectangular parallelepiped was assumed to describe the central detector

in our simulation. The central detector has cracks along the inter-module boundaries

both in the east-west direction and north-south direction; these were not included

in the simulation. The veto shield surface also had various cracks and holes when

the data were taken for this analysis. The irregularities in the shield configuration

have been included into the shield geometry in the simulations.

We introduced a veto shield single layer electronic efficiency, which is 95%, to

simulate the recording of muon crossings by the shield manifolds. Our selection of

muon tracks is fully determined by the veto shield hit pattern, and the veto shield

ei_iciencies are included in the Monte Carlo. A comparison of data with the Monte

Carlo simulations is given in Chapter 6.

5.3.3 Hadronic interaction model for cosmic rays

Assumptions and simF'dfications have been made in the hadronic interaction

model for the primary cosmic ray - air (N and O) interaction. Those which have
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been investigated by Forti et al. [37] are summarized below.

(1) Inelastic cross-sections: Cross-sections for proton-air collisions at very high

energies (over 1000 TeV incident) have been obtained by extrapolation from existing

accelerator data. To explore sensitivity of underground muon properties to these

cross..sections, two values of ap__, 416 mb and 382 mb, have been tried in Monte

Carlo simulation at 1000 TeV. It was found that the smaller cross-section resulted

in a 5% reduction in the mean number of muons predicted at the MACRO depth.

(2) Associated production and prompt muon productio_z: Associated production

of hyperons and kaons has not been explicitly included in the calculations of Ref.

[37]. With Ao production included, a two percent increase in the mean number of

muons per shower induced by 1000 TeV primary cosmic rays was obtained. The

production of prompt muons originating with production and decay of charm and

bottom mesons is expected to be important at depths over 7000 rowe, and was

neglected here.

(3) Nuclear target effects (differences between nucleon-nucleus and nucleon-nucleon

collisions): Turning the nuclear target effects completely off produced only a small

percentage change in the muon bundle properties. We conclude that any contribu-

tion of the model of nuclear target effects to our systematic errors is negligible.

(4) Indasticity rersus pr/mary energy: Inelasticity in the high energy hadronic

interaction model is also model-dependent and energy-dependent. Three interaction

models were tested to explore uncertainties in the muon properties. The muon flux

at MACRO depth varies by 7-12% in the models considered. No model dependence

is reported in Ref. [37] for the lateral distributions.

(5) Diffractive interactions: Full Monte Carlo simulations were tried both with

and without a diffractive component in the hadronic interactions. Changes in un-

derground muon multiplicity and in lateral distributions at the MACRO depth were

found to be less than 5% and 10%, respectively. The contribution of any uncer-

tainties in the treatment of diffraction in the simulation to our systematic errors is
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therefore negligible.

(6) F'ragme_ztatiortof the prima_ rt_tcle_: Iv ae superposition model, a cosmic

ray shower with a nucleus of atomic mass number A with energy E is treated as

equivalent to A individual showers by A nucleons with energy B/A associated with

each nucleon. Such a picture is of course a very crude characterization of the actual

hadronic interaction between primary cosmic rays and the atmosphere. To examine

the sensitivity of the underground muon distributions to the simplifications inherent

with the superposition model, a fragmentation model was also tried. In the latter

model, the primary nucleus fragments only partially in the first interaction and

then undergoes further collisions; thus its overall hadronic shower cascade develops

relatively further down in the atmosphere. As a result, both the mean number of

muons underground and their mean distance from the shower core are predicted to

be lower than those obtained with the superposition model. The muon multiplicity

rates for 3-muon events and for 16-muon events were found to be lowered by 3%

and 12% respectively for the fragmentation model compared to the superposition

model, when the light composition model (the Linsley model) was considered for

the simulation. For a heavy composition model (the Maryland model), the above

reduction is 9% and 21% for 3- and lr-muon events, respectively. The changes in

multiplicity did not exhibit a dependence on primary energy, zenith angle, or detector

depth. Similarly, a reduction in the lateral muon displacement when compared to

the superposition model was found to be independent of zenith angle and detector

depth, but not of primary energy. The magnitude of this reduction was 20% at 1

TeV/nucleon, and decreasing with increasing primary energy.

An interaction model called "the semi-superposition model" has been proposed

recently by J. Engel et al. [45]. In this extension of the superposition model, a

realistic distribution for the first interaction points of cosmic ray nuclei wit;- air

nuclei is used. Here, a cosmic ray nucleus is hypothesized to interact immediately

when it first enters the atmosphere. Only a fragment nucleus with the "wounded"
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nucleons (that took part in the interaction) removed continues on until all nucleons

from the initial nucleus interact with the atmosphere. For the cosmic ray - air

interaction, this leads to larger fluctuations in hadronic showers generated by the

semi-superposition model than in showers generated using the superposition model.

For example, for an incoming iron nucleus of 5600 TeV, the multiplicity distribution

of muons with energies above 1 TeV would have the same < N_ >, but its width

would be larger by 25% with the semi-superposition model. No effect is expected in

the muon lateral distribution.

_ crude estimation has been made to evaluate overall f_ystematic variation in

the properties of underground muon bundle due to the interaction model used for

Monte Carlo simulation. We take a quadrature sum of the individual errors given in

each category discussed above. For light composition models, we estimate the error

in mean multiplicity to be 8% for low multiplicities and 14% for high multiplicities.

For heavy composition models, we estimate the uncertainty in mean multiplicity to

be 12% for low multiplicities and 22% for high multiplicities.

In Forti et al. [37], ali the uncertainties quoted are for MACRO depths, between

3000 rowe and 5000 rowe. For Soudan's depth which is 2090 rowe, these uncertainties

would be presumably smaller.
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Chapter 6

Properties of Multiple Muon Events At Soudan

Multiple muon events recorded in the May through July 1991 running of Soudan

2 are compared with simulated events generated using four different cosmic ray

composition models. In these simulations, we have attempted to include the effects of

detector acceptance in a realistic way. Subsequent to the selection and reconstruction

of muon tracks as discussed in Chapter 3, additional cut_ involving muon zenith

angles and track lengths are applied to the real events and to the simulated data.

Losses originating with ine_ciencies and limited resolution of _he shield are also

applied to the simulated data. After all cuts, the final multiple muon sample used

for analysis contains 54,035 events.

As described in Chapter 5, there are four different models for the nuclear compo-

sition of the primary cosmic ray flux which are frequently discussed in the literature

[37]. These are (i) the Linsley model, which proposes a light nuclear composition;

(ii) the Constant Mass Composition model, which also favors a light composition

with small percentages of heavy nuclei; (iii) the Maryland model, which proposes a

relatively heavy nuclear composition_ and (iv) the P-poor model which also favors

a heavy composition. These four models are the basis for different Monte Carlo

simulations of muon bundle detection underground on Soudan's level 27.

6.1 Additional Cuts to the Data

As discussed in Chapter 4, the central tracking calorimeter, which provides

the event trigger, has good acceptance in most direction_. However, the detection
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Figure 6.1: The zenith angle distribution, cor,_pared to the CMC model. The arrow
indicates where the zenith angle cut has been made. The central detector triggering
inef_ciency is clearly seen between 0° and 15°.

e_ciencies for muon tracks along the north-south and east-west directions are re-

duced due to the gaps between the central detector modules and due to the trigger

requirements. Losses of muons from these directions can be seen in the zenith angle

and the azimuthal angle distributions (see Figs. 4.3 and 4.4). Detection of muons

incident along the vertical is also poor compared to other directions. In the case of

vertical muons, relatively few anode wires pick up ionization and the time differences

between successive edges are nearly zero (differences greater than 0.6/_s are needed

for triggering). Consequently vertical charged tracks seldom satisfy the trigger re-

quirement (see section 2.6). To _,:oid uncertainties from these effects, cuts have been

applied to the zenith angle and to the azimuthal angle in both the real and simulated

event samples. The zenith angl_ (0) distribution (0° < # _ 60°) for the data and for
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the CMC model is shown in Fig. 6.1. Between 0° and 150 the difference between the

model and the data, which reflects the trigger problem along the vertical direction,

is clearly seen. As a result we have restricted the zenith angle range to be from

15° to 600 in the analysis reported here. The upper limit of the zenith angle of 60°

has been set because of limited event statistics at large zenith and because of of

limitations of the Monte Carlo simulations [37]. The allowed ranges for azimuthal

angle have been restricted to 8°-82 °, 98°-172 °, 188°-2620 and 278°-352 ° in order to

eliminate the acceptance holes along the north-south and east-west directions.

We require muon tracks which are reconstructed using only the central detector

to have length greater than 1.0 m within the central detector volume. For tracks

which are reconstructed using only hits in the veto shield, we require that distances

between the defining hits exceed 2.0 m. These cuts are designed to eliminate difficult

track reconstruction situations involving hits around edges and corners of the central

detector and of the shield. If any two tracks within the central detector are closer

than 8 cm, the two tracks are taken to be one track. (Relatively few muons closer

than 8 cm are detected, and the CMC model predicts low rates for such muon pairs

(see Fig. 6.2).) In cases of pairs of tracks where one track is reconstructed from the

central detector and other track from the shield (outside of the central detector),

or where both tracks are reconstructed from the shield, the minimum acceptable

perpendicular distance between the tracks is taken to be 30 cm. Although the spatial

resolution of the central detector is nearly 1.0 cm in all three spatial coordinates,

the overall resolution for separation of tracks in this analysis is nearly one and a

half shield module widths which is 30 cm. The same selection methods and cuts are

applied to muon hits generated via Monte Carlo for all four models, enabling us to

compare the data and models under similar conditions. Table 6.1 gives the number

of muon tracks which have been used in the analysis of this Thesis.
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Figure 6.2: Intermuon separation recorded in the cen_.ral detector, as observed in
the data and as predicted by the CMC model.

6.2 Track Categories by Reconstruction

Reconstructed muon tracks can be assigned to one of"four different categories

as given in Table 3.2: (1) A muon track which has four-layer coincident hits is

in the first category. Such a track has adjacent group hits at both entering and

exiting points on the veto shield. A muon track may pass through the overlapped

region between the east and west ceilings, in which case it might have five or six-

layer coincidence. A track of this type is also assigned to the first category. (2)

Tracks which have three-layer coincid _nt hits are assigned to the second category.

These tracks contain adjacent groups on one shield surface and in-time singles on

an opposing surface. (3) The muon tracks of the third category have one of three

different combinations of hits. These tracks all have hits in the central detector.
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Table 6.1: Multiple muon events in the 1991 data.

Muon Sample

Be_re cuts (75,332 events)

Multiple Central Shield

Muons (N. _ 2) Detector M_ MII

Number of tracks 108,730 64,980 20,965

After cuts (54,035 events)

Multiple Central Shield

Muon _>2) D t  tor Mi
Number of tracks 73,817 45,848 16,369

(3a) In one possible combination there are hits in two layers of the veto shield, one

layer on one side of the shield and an other layer on the other side. These are single

layer hits which are in-time. (3b) A second combination is with au adjacent group

on one side and with a gap on the other side. Unfortunately, when this data sample

was taken, the floor panels contained numerous gaps. (3c) The third combination is

similar to the second, however in this type, one end of the track points to a shield

panel which does not register a hit, presumably due to electronic inei_ciency of the

shield. The latter tracks could originate with through-going muons or could be due

to muons which range to stopping in the central detector. (4) In the fourth track

category, a trajectory has only a single hit on one shield surface. The other end of

the track may be in a gap or in a shield manifold which failed to respond.

The above four categories of reconstructed tracks are tallied separately and shown

in Figs. 6.3(a) and 6.3(b). The Constant Mass Composition model has been used

here to provide a comparison with the data. Fig. 6.3(a) shows the distribution of the

number of layers responding for all categories of muon tracks above. An additional

selection is made for the muon tracks tallied in Fig. 6.3(b). Here we eliminate tracks

which are reconstructed using only single layer hits, and tracks which have a double
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for the data and for the simulation (solid and dashed histograms respectively). In
Fig. 6.3(a), the two layer hits with no hits on one end are included.

layer hit on one shield surface but with no response on the opposing surface. In

the simulation used for this comparison, the shield efficiency per layer is taken to

be 95%. (A calculation based upon the distribution of hit combinations in the veto

shield yields a single layer detection efficiency of 95.6%. See Chapter 4.)

The comparison in Fig. 6.3(5) is a stringent test of the accuracy of the represen-

tation of shield response in our simulations, and it is pleasing that the distributions

match up so well. In Fig. 6.3(a) we see that tracks which have double layer hits on

one shield surface are distinctly more abundant than predicted via the simulation.

We;ascribe the difference to result from muon tracks which are relatively slow and ei-

ther range to stopping within the central detector or undergo large--angle deflection;

these effects are not included in our muon bundle simulations, which treat muons as

straight, through-going tracks.
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6.3 Muon Bundle Multiplicity Distribution

The distribution of the number of muons N a within muon bundles can be used to

study the primary composition of cosmic rays because the multiplicity depends on

the atomic number A of the primary particle [1]. A plausible dependence of N, on

A is indicated in Eq. (5.5). In principle, the observed muon multiplicity distribution

can be compared with Monte Carlo expectations for a given nuclear composition and

energy spectrum to determine the composition of the cosmic ray flux. Comparison

of our observed multiplicity distribution with the multiplicity distributions obtained

using the four different composition models is shown in Fig. 6.4(a), (b), (c) and (d).

The average multiplicity INr) is 2.51 4- 0.01 for multiple muon events with two or

more than two muons in a muon bundle.

Fig. 6.5 shows the multiplicity distribution for shield tracks and for the selected

tracks in the central detector (open circles), together with the estimated number of

true through-going muon tracks (open squares) which are removed by our cut of the

Hits/No hits category of tracks from CLASS 1. (See Section 4.2.) In Fig. 6.5 it can

be seen that correction for this loss of muons gives rise to a systematic increase in

muon multiplicity in every bin of about 0.5 standard deviations.
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In Fig. 6.4, events for all four models have been normalized to the number of two-

muon events in the data, consequently it is the shapes of the distributions which

are compared. The solid circles show the data points while open symbols show

predictions of the models. The "light" nuclear composition models (the Linsley

composition model and the CMC model) show somewhat better agreement with the

experimental data. The Maryland and P-poor composition models, which propose

that the t,rimary cosmic rays contain large fluxes of heavier nuclei up to Fe, predict

multiplicity distributions which are broader than those observed. We note, however,

that correction for the Hits/No-hits track category (Fig. 6.5) lessens the discrepancy

between the heavy models and the data.

The relationship between muon bundle multiplicity N_ and the nucleon number

A of a primary cosmic ray nucleus involves three considerations:

(i) The rock overburden:

For underground experiments, the presence of the rock overburden implies a

threshold energy for a muon to reach the detector. For either proton or iron pri-

maries, the muon yield at Soudan 2, calculated using Eq. (5.5), is shown in Fig. 6.6.

In the case of Fe cosmic rays, a primary energy greater than 100 TeV is required

in order to produce secondary muons which can reach our detector. For primary

energies beyond _ 400 TeV, the muon yield from Fe primaries exceeds the yield

from proton primaries.

(ii) The superposition model for nucleus - nucleus collisions:

In this model, an iron primary with energy E breaks up and produces 56 indi-

vidual air showers, one shower per nucleon, each with energy E/56. The following

simplified equation [1] illustrates the above two points concerning the number of
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muons produced by different primaries of'different atomic mass number .4'

N,,(E > E_h) = E_h " _E/A) " 1 _A] " (6.1)

Here E_h is the muon threshold °._nergy,E is the primary energy, and 0 is the zenith

angle; a, _, and K are const_mts. For a particular primary energy, e.g. E = 1000

TeV, N_ is 4 for proton primaries and 8 for Fe primaries at the particular zenith

angle of 10° and E_h = 0.83 TeV. If the threshold energy is reduced, more muons

will reach the detector. For example, with E = l0 s TeV and 8 = 10°, but E_h

= 0.70 TeV, the number of muons at the detector level are 5 and 11 for proton

and iron primaries respectively. This illustrates how the rock overburden affects the

multiplicity and relationship between N_ and A.
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(iii) The energy of the produced hadrons (pions and kaons) from cosmic ray

primaries of different atomic number ("light" or "heavy").

Pions produced from Fe-air collisions have, on average, a lower energy than do

pions produced by proton showers of the same primary energy. The energy per

nucleon within a primary nucleu_ determines the pion yield and therefore the muon

yield. If we consider the muon threshold energy at a particular value, Fe primaries

require higher energy to produce muons which reach the underground detector than

do proton primaries. On the other hand, if there is enough incident energy such

that any incident primary produces muons which penetrate the rock overburden,

then Fe primaries will give more muons than proton primaries for the following

reason: For iron versus proton cosmic ray primaries of the same energy, Fe nuclei

have much larger cross sections with air nuclei, consequently they interact with air

nuclei as soon as they enter the atmosphere. Then the flight paths of pions from

an Fe-induced hadronic shower are through a more tenuous medium, allowing the

pions more opportunity to decay into muons than is available to proton-produced

pions which are created at interaction points deeper in the atmosphere. Therefore

the muon multiplicity may be relatively higher for Fe initiated showers.

The general relationships between muon multiplicity, primary energy and pri-

mary composition can be seen with the model simulations. Primary energy distri-

butions for different bundle multiplicities and for different primary composition _.re

shown in Figs. 6.7 (a), (b), and (c). The distributions are based upon the CMC

model and the multiplicities are for muons detected. Fig. 6.7(a) shows the various

distributions from a mixture of all nuclei according to the spectrum in the CMC

model. Fig. 6.7(b) and Fig. 6.7(c) show distributions for p and Fe primaries using

the same model. The dark shaded areas in the figures depict events with multiplic-

ity N a > 8. Comparing the yield for high multiplicity events from proton primaries

versus Fe primaries, one can infer that the heavier nuclei are mostly responsible for
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these events. For an Fe primary, the minimum energy should be at least 103 TeV.

Very high energy protons can also yield high multiplicity events, but at a much

reduced rate. Unfortunately, for the data of this Thesis, energy tagging of muon

bundles using the surface array had not commenced, and so the higher multiplicity

events can be either from heavier elements or from the high energy protons.

6.4 Absolute Rate for Multiple Muon Events

The differential flux of nuclei of mass A at energy E with normalization constants

Ki and power factor 7_ is given by

dN E _ -r_(A)=Z K,(A) (6.2)
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where _ and K_ are in units of nuclei/Cm2s sr C_V/_u_l_). The parameters

K_ and -y_are model dependent; the index i denotes the different primaries. The

primaries considered here are H, He, CNO, Si/Mg and Fe. The flux integrated over

the energy range between Emi, and E,,_ffifor all type of primaries is given by

N = K,(a) (6.3)
i oy -- mi. J

where N is in nuclei/m 2 s sr.

The muon bundle rate is given by [47]

= Y]_K,(A) f E'f'(a)p.(E,A)dE (6.4)_.(s -x)
i

where P.(E, A) is the probability to sample n muons at the detector. The probability

P.(E,A) depends on the following: (i) The shape of the earth above the detector;

(ii) the rock properties (density, average Z and A); (iii) the detector geometry and

ef_ciency; and (iv) the track reconstruction et_ciency.

Calculation of P.(E, A) involves thz muon threshold energy E_n, the average

number of muons (Nu), the lateral distribution of muons from the core and the

detection of n muons out of the Nu muons. An analytical formula for calculating

the muon b,mdle rate for specific zenith and azimuthal angle ranges is given by [48]

where

dP,.,(E,A) fo ''_ /°,,,-alp:,du = _ P(N,,)(N_,) d_ sinOdO. (6.6)
N__>. ao &odu

The P_#,)(#,)istheprobabilitytosetN, muons for(#,>(E,A;> E'__)_nd _ is

theprobabilitytodetect_ muons outofIV_muons inthedetector,do"- cosORdR

is the area element where the bundle core impacts on a plane normal to the direction

given by w(0, _). The allowe:_ maximum zenith angle is 0,,_ffi.

A calculation of the above type has been already included in the Monte Carlo

simulation program. The formula for the muon bundle rate can be exprese'ed in
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simplified form by the following equation:

= N.,4.n. (6.7)
N,,,

HereN isthetotalflux,integratedoverthegivenenergyrangeand summed over

allprimaryparticles;,4isthetotalareaconsideredforeventgeneration(acircleof

30 meterradiustakentobeperpendiculartothemuon bundledirection),and _ is

the solid angle. The correction factor _ is introduced to compensate for approxima-

tions inherent in the above equation, and to accommodate the uncertainties in the

rock properties and the geometry of the rock overburden. Ali events (Ng,,_) were

generated over the zenith angle range between 0 = 0 and 0 = 0,_,=. The solid angle

within the above range is given by

a = 2,(i- cosO,,,). (O.8)

If the number of events with r_muons observed by the central detector and shield is

N_0 within the total live time T seconds, then the observed rate is given by N_,/T.

The total Soudan 2 live time for our data set is T = 5.38 x 106 s, and fl - w

steradians for the zenith angle range from 0 to 60°. The absolute event rates for

different multiplicities are shown in Fig. 6.8 for the data and for all four models. We

find that good agreement between the data and the models is obtained provided that

the models are corrected by the (arbitrary) factor ,7 = 1.4. In Fig. 6.8, solid circles

depict the data, while the open symbols show the models. Our procedures here

provide a comparison of absolute multiplicity rates with the models which is very

crude. Nevertheless, we believe the comparison to be informative, since ,7 provides

a measure of overburden uncertainties.

We have explored +.he effect of overburden uncertainties on the event rates by

changing the rock density. The density values 2.55 gcm -s, 2.65 g cm -s and 2.80

g cm -s have been tried instead of 2.93 gcm -s which was used above. The CMC

model is chosen for Monte Carlo event generation with ',he new trim densities for

the rock. The effect of altering the rock properties is clearly seen in Fig. 6.9(a),
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where the solid circles depict the data, open symbols depict the model predictions

with the densities given above (all with 7/-- 1.0).

In the calculation of"muon threshold energy, one must consider not only the rock

density but also the parameters a and b in Eq. (5.3). These parameters, which

characterize ionization energy loss and radiation energy loss for a muon on its path

through the rock, depend on the average Z and .4. The values a - 2.5 MeV g-1 cm 2

and b - 4.0 x 10-s g-1 cm _ are taken from Soudan 1 experiment [42]. Better mea-

surements of Z and .4 are required in order to make more meaningful comparisons of"

model event rates and the data. According to the Minnesota Geological Survey, the

Soudan 2 detector is surrounded mostly by greenstone [43]. For greenstone (Z/.4)

- 0.496, (Z_/.4) - 6.01 and the average density is 2.80 gcm -s (upper limit). Using

these values as input, the a and b in Eq. (5.3) have been calculated for 10 TeV

muons. The Bethe-Bloch equation is used to calculate a (for ionization loss) [44];

the equations given in reference [49] for the energy losses due to bremsstrahlung,

pair production and nuclear interaction are used to calculate b. For greenstone rock,

the values a - 2.23x10 -8 TeV/g cm -2 and b - 4.27x10 -e/g cm -2 are obtained for

10 TeV muons. The above values for a and b (hereafter refered to as a2, b2) and the

average rock density 2.80 g cm -s have been used to calculate threshold muon energy

which is the input for Monte Carlo program to simulate events for all four models.

Fig. 6.10 shows the multiple muon event rates calculated for the rock density

2.80 gcm -s and with a2 and _. Here, comparison of the model predictions to the

data is carried out without the introduction of a correction factor (7 - 1.0).
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four composition models using a rock density of 2.93 gcm -s and using the a and b
from Soudan 1. Absolute rates for the models have to be multiplied by the factor r/

= 1.4 to compare with the data.
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6.5 Muon Separation within Bundles

With underground muon bundles, the measurement of muon separation r from

the shower core is difficult because of uncertainty in the location of the shower core.

For this reason we have analyzed our data using the distribution of perpendicular

distances R_j between the ith and jth muon for all i _ j within an underground muon

bundle. Of course, higher multiplicity events give more pairs than lower multiplicity

events; specifically, a bundle of N muons gives N(N- 1)/2 pairs. To give equal

to each event for events with all multiplicities, a weighting factor [N(_-*)] -1weight

is applied to each pair, where N _>2.

The intermuon separation distribution _-_dMis shown in Fig. 6.11 for the data and

for the four composition models. Spatial separations between muons within individ-

ual bundles of up to 30 meters have been observed. The models yield distributions

with shapes similar to but narrower than the data. All four of the composition mod-

els yield similar distributions for intermuon separations in Soudan 2; at 2090 mwe it

appears that the distribution in the intermuon separation R_j is nearly independent

of primary cosmic ray composition. Separations of up to 20 meters are shown in

Fig. 6.12 for the four models. The average separation changes only by 6% between

the extreme models which are the Linsley model (light) and the Maryland model

(heavy). The average R_j for the Linsley model and the Maryland model are 6.9 and

7.2 meters respectively, to be compared with 7.1 4- 0.3 meters for the data sample.

Similar results have been reported by the MACRO group [52] at a depth of 3800

mwe, which is distinctly deeper than the Soudan depth.
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Chapter 7

Search for Correlations in Properties of Muon
Bundles

Results from searches for correlations involving bundle multiplicity, intermuon

separation, and zenith angle are presented below. The extent to which these ob-

servations are accounted for in each of the four models for nuclear composition of

cosmic rays, is discussed. The average rock density 2.80 g cm -s and the calculated

values for a_ and b2 (see Section 6.4) have been used for Monte Carlo simulation.

7.1 Average Multiplicity versus Zenith Angle

The average muon multiplicity has been calculated for different zenith angle

bins in order to search for correlations between multiplicity and zenith angle. More

specifically, the cosine of the zenith angle is binned over the interval from 15o to 60°;

for large zenith angles (400 to 60°) the bin size is doubled (from 0.02 to 0.04) in order

to more nearly equalize the bin to bin statistics. Within each zenith angle bin, the

multiplicity distribution is obtained and (N_/ is calculated from the distribution.

The statistical errors which are not shown in Fig. 7.1 are smaller than the symbols.

The data show no variation in the average multiplicity with zenith angle for 15o _

8 __ 60°, as can be seen in Fig. 7.1. As shown in this figure, the same lack of

variation is exhibited by ali four of the composition models, namely the CMC model

(Fig. 7.1(a)), the Linsley model (7.1(b)), the Maryland model (7.1(c)) and the

P-Poor model (7.1(d)).
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Figure 7.1: Average muon multiplicity versus zenith angle. The data is compared

to the four models of primary cosmic ray composition.
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Table 7.1: Fitting Results

Slope Intercept X2/DF

Data 0.045 2.54 1.03

CMC With cuts -0.253 2.71 3.07

Model Withoutcuts 0.079 2.67 2.67

Linsley With cuts -0.057 2.51 2.91

Model Withoutcuts 0.032 2.67 4.34

Maryland With cuts -0.176 2.82 3.74

Model Withoutcuts 0.116 2.92 4.50

P-Poor With cuts -0.150 2.74 0.79

Model Withoutcuts -0.049 2.95 1.17

In the four fgures, the solid circles represent the data; the solid line connecting

the data points shows the best straight line fit with chi-square per degree of freedom

(x_/DF) = 1.03. The slope and intercept of straight line fits to the data and to the

model predictions are given in Table 7.1. The predictions for the models (open circles

in the figures) are obtained by calculating (N_,) using muon tracks from the Monte

Carlo simulations. The event selections and cuts as described in Chapters 3 and 6,

have been applied to both the data and to the simulated events. Also shown in the

figures (open squares) are predictions from the models obtained using a perfectly

ei_cient detector. For the data and for all models, </V_/ seen to be independent

of the zenith angle. In Chapter 6 we reported that the heavy composition models

predict higher average muon multiplicities than observed in the data or predicted

in the lighter composition models. In Fig. Fig. 7.1 we observe that this is also the

case in every zenith angle bin.
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7.2 Intermuon Separation versus Zenith Angle

We have calculated the average interrnuon separation within bundles (R_j) for

various zenith angle bins as follows: all multiple muon events with multiplicity two

and above in the data having cosine of the zenith angle within the range between

0.97 and 0.50, have been selected. The binning in zenith angle is set up as described

in the previous section. The perpendicular distance between each muon pair within

an event is then calculated and the distribution of R_i values is obtained. The

average intermuon separation (/_j) is then calculated for each zenith angle bin. Fig.

7.2 shows the correlation between intermuon separation and zenith angle for bundle

multiplicities two and three. It can be seen that there is a mild increase in (/_j) with

increasing zenith angle. The error for each data point (solid circles) predominantly

reflects the shield's limited spatial resolution. Uncertainties in track locations can

be as large as 30 cm to 50 cre. The solid line shows the straight line fit to the data

points. In the Fig. 7.2(a) the binned (P_i) points are shown with the points for

the CMC model. The open circles show simulated data with cuts while the open

squares show simulated data for a perfect detector. The Linsley model is displayed

similarly in Fig. 7.2(b). Fig. 7.2(c) shows the Maryland model; Fig. 7.2(d) shows

the P-poor model.

Fig. 7.3 shows the correlation between (R_j) and the cosine of zenith angle with

bundle multiplicity of four and higher; results from the four models are also shown.

The same trend is observed for the data and for all four model simulations. However,

as noted previously, the data consistently exhibits an (R_) which is slightly higher

than the model predictions. The average R_j at Soudan is observed to increase

slightly with increasing zenith angle. Similar trends were reported by the Fr_jus

experiment at 4850 mwe [14] and MACRO at Gran Sasso at 3780 mwe [52].
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It may be possible to expledn qualitatively a mild rise of IP_j) with increasing

zenith angle Be follows: The rock overburden is of court, greater for larger zenith

angles. With larger zenith angle, the energy of primary cosmic rays which can

produce muons at Soudan 2 will, on average, necessarily be higher. With higher

energy in the primary cosmic ray interaction, secondary particles such as pions,

and consequently their daughter muons, will tend to be produced into more forward

diI_,ctions (in the Laboratory System). On the other hand, for such large zenith angle

events there are longer flight paths for the muons through the Earth to reach the

underground detector; this provides more time in-flight for muons within a bundle

to separate (transversely). The latter trend has to dominate over the collimation

tendency at production, in order for (P_/to increase with increasing zenith angle.
J

Fig. 7.4(a) shows the correlation between (R_j) and cos# for three experiments:
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Soudan2 (solidcircles),MACRO (upwardtriangles)[3]and Frdjus(downwardtrian-

gles)[14].InthecaseofFrdjus,thedistancegivenintheplotistheaveragedistance

robetweenmuons and theestimatedshowercore,ratherthantheactualmuon sep-

aration.As mentionedearlier,allthreeexperimentsshow themean separationto

increasewithincreasingzenithangle.ForSoudan 2,the (R_j>pointsrepresentde-

tectordependentvalueswhiletheMACRO pointsaredetectorindependentvalues.

Clearlya detectorindependentvaluefortheSoudan2 isdesirableinorderthatthe

trendsuggestedby theMACRO datapointscanbe checked.The open circleinFig.

7.4(b)showsthe Monte Carlopredictionfor<R_j>atSoudan 2 usingallmuons in

thesimulationat2090rowe.The opensquareinthesame figureshows <R_j>forthe

detectedmuons. The calculationof<R_j>_r thispointincludesallselectionsand

cutswhichareappliedtothedata.Fig.7.4(b)showsa correlationbetween<R_#>

and rockdepthasreportedby MACRO [52].AccordingtotheMACRO result,the

mean muon separationdecreaseswithincreasingdepth.

For completeness,we includeresultsfrom otherexperiments.For the mean

distancefrom the showercore,KolarGold Field[16]has reporteda valueofro=

1.094-0.23cre,ata depthof6045roweand withan effectivedetectorareaof36m 2.

For theUtah experiment[53],roisreportedtobe 10.1m and 7.9m at4000rowe

and 4800rowe:espectively.They observedthesevaluesata particularzenithangle

of62.5°.Forverticalmuons,Homestake[53]obtainedro= 4.4rnata depthof4400

Inwe.

7.3 Intermuon Separation versus Multiplicity

The parametrizations used in the Monte Carlo simulations do not incorporate

any correlation between muon multiplicity and lateral distribution [37]. However,

one might expect that such a correlation exists for the following reason: For pri-

mary cosmic ray interactions which occur at higher altitudes, the probability that
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theyyieldmore muons undergroundishigher.Thisisbecausepionsproducedin

cosmicray- airinteractions,wherethemedium ismore tenuous,havean enhanced

probabilitytodecaybeforeinteractingwithotheratomsintheair.Moreover,from

interactionsveryhighintheatmosphere,oneexpectsmuons toarriveunderground

withincreasedlateralspread.The existenceofcorrelationsbetweenbundlemulti-

plicity,lateraldistributionand interactionheighthasbeen inferredby C. Fortiet

al. [37]from simulationsusing1000TeV primaryprotonsat a particularzenith

angle(28°)and slantdepth(3000rnwe).No correlationwas indicatedby a similar

simulationwhichconsideredironprimaries.

The relationshipbetweeninterrnuonseparationand muon multiplicityforour

dataand forour model simulationsisshown inFig. 7.5.Both dataand the re-

constructedMonte Carloeventsexhibita lineardependenceofaverageintermuon

separationon bundlemultiplicity.Resultsareshown foreachindividualmultiplic-

ityfor2 __N_ _ 8;eventswithhighermultiplicitieshave been groupedinorder

tomaintaincomparablebinstatistics.The data(solidcircles)and themodel pre-

dictions(opencircles)areplottedtogetherinFigs.7.5(a),(b),(c),and (d).The

open squaresinthesame figurearealsoforthemodels,calculatedbeforecutswere

applied.

The generalfeaturesofthecorrelationsbetweenintermuonseparationand muon

bundlernultiplicitywhichcanbe inferredfromFig.7.5,areasfollows:

I.the data indicatea correlation,with IP_j)increasingwith increasing

multiplicity.

2.The pointsfromthesimulationdo notcoincidewiththedatapoints.

3. The simulationresults,foran idealdetector,ie.withoutany cuts,exhibit

an oppositetrend,thatis(R_j)decreaseswithincreasingN_.

4. With allcutsa))plied,thesimulationresultsindeedshow an increasing

trendasinthedata,howevertheincreaseIPp#)ismore pronouncedin
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thedatathaninany ofthemodel simulations.

The averageinterrnuonseparation(P_#)is7.0m forthe models(theaverage

forallfourmodels),comparedto 7.1-4-0.3m forthe data. The dependenceof

averageintermuonseparationon rockdepthsuggeststhatthe"effective"depththat

we used forthesimulationsismore than the actualdepth. This situationmay

originatewithrockdensitythatwe usedinour simulations.The rockdensity2.80

gcm -swas used.The effectofrockdensityon thesimulationshasbeendiscussed

inChapter6,section6.2.2,wherewe foundthata higherdensitycorrespondingto

more overburden results in a smaller value for (]_j).

,,_rr,,r,
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7.4 Protons versus Iron in Primary Cosmic Radiation

In a simplified picture, one may consider primary cosmic rays to contain only

protons and iron nuclei. The data can be fitt using the flux parameters for these

nuclei taken from any of the composition models. To examine such a simplified

picture, events for proton primaries and for Fe primaries have been extracted from

the CMC simulation. For our current best values for the overburden density and

for the coefficients a2 and b2 (p = 2.80 g cre-s; as = 2.23 x 10-6 TeV g-i cm2; b_

= 4.27 x 10-6 g-1 cm2), the Monte Carlo simulations suffer from limited statistics.

The modest simulation statistics is the origin of the relatively large errors for the

multiplicity fit, and of the fluctuations of the Fe samples in Figures 7.7(a) and 7.7(b).

Fig. 7.6 shows the multiplicity distribution for these selected events together with

the muon multiplicity for the data sample. In order to compare the shapes of the

distributions, the simulated distributions were normalized to the data for the two-

muon events. To obtain the relative fractions of primary protons and Fe nuclei, we

fit to observables in the data, a linear combination of proton and iron distributions

in the observables. For any variable z_,

where fp (rF, -- 1 - lp)is the fraction of protons (iron nuclei)in the primary flux.

We calculate ×2 _ (0_0 - 0_z)2/(6_,, + 8_,) and use the program MINUIT to

find/'_ and rF, correspondingto minimum ×*. We applied this fitting technique to

(i) the muon bundlemultiplicitydistribution (Fig. 7.6), (ii) the averagemultiplicity

as a function of the zenith angle (Fig. 7.7(a)), and (iii) the averagemultiplicity as a

function average intermuon separation (Fig. 7.7(b)). The calculatedpercentages for

/p and/F, (%) are given in Table 7.2. All three methods giveconsistent results for

/_ and/s,, indicating that the fraction of protons in the primary cosmic radiation

is about three times higher than the fraction of iron nuclei for primary energies

represented by our data.
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Table 7.2: Percentages of protons and iron in the primary cosmic rays for rock
density of"2.80 g cm -s

Method f,(%) /F,(%)

Multiplicity 77 4- 7 23 4- 7

(N_)Vs cos8 76 -I-2 24 4- 2

(Nz) Vs(R_j) 72+2 28+2
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Chapter 8

Discussion and Conclusion

8.1 Overview

The purpose of this Thesis is to collect and to analyze underground multiple

muon events recorded by the Soudan 2 experiment, in order to study primary cos-

mic ray composition within the energy range between 10 TeV and 105 TeV. These

muon bundle events originate with interactions of primary cosmic rays in the upper

atmosphere. By studying muon bundles using deep underground detectors, features

of the primary cosmic ray nuclear composition can be inferred.

The analysis approach of this Thesis is a "pioneering effort" in that it is the

first time within Soudan 2 that all of the various hit configurations recorded by the

cavern-liner veto shield array have been utilized in a unified way, in conjunction

with central detector triggering and tracking, for multiple muon study. The main

advantage in using the veto shield for muon studies is its large area coverage. The

ceiling area is 420 mS; the south, east, and west walls constitutes an additional

740 square meters of instrumented area. Although the veto shield has limited two-

track resolution and various inefficiencies, we are able nevertheless to reconstruct

muon bundles with high multiplicity (20 to 25) and with large separations between

muon pairs (up to 30 meters) because of the shield's large area. The separation

between muon pairs is a measure of the transverse momentum of hadrons produced

in the interactions of primary cosmic rays in the upper atmosphere. In principle,

the lateral distribution contains information about the cosmic ray - air interaction

and also contains information about the height of primary interaction points in the
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upper atmosphere.

Since bundle multiplicity and intermuon separation are correlated - within any

specific interval of primary cosmic ray energy - with cosmic ray nuclear composition,

large area detection is essential for state-of-the art studies with underground detec-

tors. The Soudan shield area compares favorably with the detection areas utilized

by other recent experiments. For example, the top areas for the NUSEX [17] and

Frejus [14] planar, iron tracking calorimeters were 12 m 2 and 100 m 2 respectively.

The area of the Homestake detector, which was an array of water Cherenkov mod-

ules located in the Homestake gold mine, was 113 m 2 [58]. The recently published

MACRO study [3] of multiple muons was obtained with two currently operating "su-

permodules', whose top surface area totals 288 m 2. When completed, the MACRO

detector will have a top area of about 900 m 2 for muon tracking. The analysis of this

Thesis is also 'pioneering' in that it utilizes data from the shield in relatively early

stages of the Soudan experiment. Improvements to the shield array have been made

continually since the data of the present analysis were taken. Additionally, there

are major upgrades envisaged for the shield system. The work of this Thesis, then,

provides a foundational analysis for future multiple muon studies. Future investiga-

tions will benefit from the on-going enhancement of the shield's tracking capability,

and so should be able to reduce many of the systematic uncertainties delineated by

the present work.

A significant near-term enhancement of the veto shield's tracking capability,

towards which a portion of this author's research has been dedicated (see Chapter

2, Section 2.5 and Appendix D), will be the deployment of the HPW proportional

tube array. By criss-crossing HPW panels with existing shield panels, it will be

possible to measure the coordinates of the exit point of a muon track more precisely.

It is desirable, over the long term, to deploy panels transversely not only on the

ceiling but on every superpanel. These additional panels could remove the trigger

holes (north-south and east-west) in the central detector if the enhanced veto shield
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wereutilizedfortriggering.

Allgapfillersand themajorportionofthenorthwallarenow takingdata.Two

HPW panelshavebeencollectingdatatogetherwiththestandardshieldpanels.In

thenearfuture,more HPW panelswillbe operational,hopefullycoveringboththe

ceilingand thefloor.Studieswithanothersetofproportionalchambers(TASSO

tubes,acquiredfromtheUK), whichwillbe deployedinthefuturealongthevertical

wallsections,werecompletedlastsummer [59].When theenhancedshieldsystemis

completelydeployedwithcriss-crossedpanels,theshieldwillthenbe a stand-alone

muon telescopeforcarryingoutcosmicraystudies.

We haveexaminedthepropertiesofobservedmultiplemuons and havecompared

variousdistributionsofthes_propertieswithfourcosmicray compositionmodels

(Chapter5 and 6).Muon multiplicitydependson theprimarycomposition.Thisis

clearlyseeninFig.6.7whichshowstheCMC modelpredictionofmuon multiplicity

fordifferentprimaryenergies.Ironprimariescontributehighermultiplicityevents

intheenergyrangebetween1000TeV to10s TeV. Our observedmuon multiplicity

distributioniswell-describedby thetwo lightnucleicompositionmodelswhich are

the CMC and the Linsleymodels. Our bundlemultiplicitycomparisonsuggests

thattheprimarycosmicraycompositioncontainsmostlyprotonswitha modest

percentageofheavynucleiwithintheenergyregionbetween100TeV and 10s TeV.

We have calculatedthe absoluterateforoccurrenceofmuon bundlesatthe

Soudan 2 site.The muon fluxdependsupon therockoverburden,and we have

consideredthreedifferentdensitiesforSoudanrockinourMonte Carlosimulations

ofevents,inordertocomparetothedata.With therockdensity2.80gcm -s,the

lightcompositionmodels,CMC and Linsley,show betteragreementwithour data.

The othertwo modelswhichrepresentheavy compositionimplywidermultiplicity

distributionsthanobserved.The same trendhasbeenreportedby MACRO [3]and

by NUSEX [171.

Althoughallfourmodelspredictintermuonseparationssimilarto thatofthe
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data s_mple, our data exhibit a wider separation. Since there is very little difference

among the four models in this parameter, there is little discrimination although the

Maryland model appears to be slightly favored. We have searched for correlations

among bundle multiplicity, zenith angle and intermuon separation. We find the

average multiplicity to be almost constant within the zenith angle between 15° and

60°. The average intermuon separation increases slightly with increasing zenith angle

within the angular range given above. A definite increase in intermuon separation

with zenith angle has been reported by MACRO [3]. According to our analysis, the

average intermuon separation increases with muon bundle multiplicity. Although

this trend is described by all four models, the models do not reproduce its overall

extent in the data. No ct_er experiments have reported this correlation to date.

However, the Monte Carlo study done by C. Forti et al. (Ref. [37], Fig. 14)

indicates that correlations among muon bundle multiplicity, mean perpendicular

distance between the muons and the shower core, and height of production are very

likely. For 1000 TeV protons at a zenith angle 28o Ref. [37] finds an increas in mean

separation with increasing multiplicity. They indicate that no such correlation are

to be expected for heavy primaries.

In order to extract representative numbers for the relative contributions of light

versus heavy nuclei in primary cosmic rays around the knee regions of the flux, we

assumed the primaries to consist of only protons and of iron nuclei, and utilized

fitting of distributions to minimum ;_2. We used three different methods to extract

representative percentages. Ali three methods indicate that "protons" are the dom-

inant cosmic ray primary which produces underground muon bundles at Soudan.

The light nuclei appear to comprise between 70 to 74 percent of the primary flux.
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8.2 Discussion

Muon bundles, which are produced in the interaction of primary cosmic radiation

with nitrogen and oxygen nuclei of the upper atmosphere, have been studied by most

of the underground experiments. Results pertaining to cosmic ray primaries of 102

TeV- l0 s TeV incident energy have been reported by Soudan 1 [42], NUSEX [!7],

Frejus [14], MACRO [3] and by Soudan 2 [54]. These studies have presented evidence

for light composition, mostly protons, in the primary cosmic ray composition around

and above the knee region (_ 3 x 10s TEV). The analysis of this Thesis provides

new, additional evidence in support of the occurrence of a light nuclear composition

in the knee region of the primary cosmic ray flux.

Direct measurements with balloons and satellite experiments in the upper atmo-

sphere provide good information of primary cosmic ray composition in the energy

range between 10 GeV and 100 TeV. Although the primary composition in the latter

range is predominantly light, there are significant portions of heavy nuclei in this

energy range. Results from the JACEE collaboration [12] show that the percentages

of p, He, C-O, Se-S, and heavy elements (Z > 17) are (12 4- 9)%, (25 4- 14)%,

(26 ± 12)%, (15 + 8)%, and (21 4- 10)% around the energy region 4 ×102 TeV

per particle. A report from 'Chicago Egg' [55] satellite experiment claims that the

spectrum is almost flat for the Fe group up to _00 TeV/amu (the slope "_ = 2.55 4-

0.09). A question raised in the recent analysis by a researcher at the Institute for

Cosmic Ray Research (ICRR, Japan) [56], is whether or not the proton and iron

components_ as a function of increasing primary energy, "cross" each other. They

claim that the components do not cross for the energies below 100 TeV. If all of the

direct measurements below 100 TeV are taken together, then it seems that there is

a substantial fraction of heavy nuclei in the primary cosmic ray composition in the

energy region 0.01 to 100 TeV.

For energies above the knee region, the analysis of X. Chi et al. [57] using ground
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arraydatafromHaverahPark(UK),fromSydney(Australia),fromVolcanoRanch
J

' (USA),and from Yakutsk(formerUSSR), showsstrongevidenceforan increasing

trendintheheavynucleiintheenergyrangebetweeni0sTeV and i0zTeV.However,

at the highestenergyof3 x 10z TeV, protonsagaindominate. The Fly'seye

experiment,whichisanotherbiggroundarray(USA) hasreporteda new analysis

veryrecently[12].They calculatethepercentagesfornuclearcompositionindifferent

energyranges.The percentageofironintheenergybetween3 x 10s and 5 x 10s

TeV is79% and itdecreasesto56% around106TeV and above,accordingtotheir

analysis,ltshouldbenotedthatprimarycosmicrayswithenergybelow107TeV are

widelybelievedtobeofgalacticorigin.Above thisenergy,thecosmicrayspectrum

flattensand isconjecturedtobe dominatedby protonswhich may originatefrom

theactivegalacticnuclei[2].

8.3 Conclusion

The knee region in the primary cosmic ray energy spectrum is a very interest-

ing region to study cosmic ray nuclear composition. Our analysis of multiple muon

events recorded in Soudan 2 favors the light composition models (the CMC and

the Linsley models) which predict mostly protons together with a modest admix-

ture of heavy elements. Around the knee region, the underground experiments are

unanimous in favoring a light composition.

According to balloon and satellite experiments, protons and other light nuclei

such as He constitute the majority of the incident flux below the knee region, how-

ever the arnount of heavy primaries such as Fe is significant. Well above the knee

region ( > 10s TeV/nucleus), analysis of surface array data indicate that the heavy

primaries dominate. At the highest energies (> 107 TEV), cosmic ray protons are

again predominant.

Fig.8.1summarizesthereportedfractionsoflightversusheavynuclei,versus
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Figure 8.1: Fractional cosmic ray composition; world data

primary energy per nucleus. The shaded areas are drawn by hand according to the

information collected from various reports for proton and iron primaries respectively;,]

,;hey suggest a dramatic variation of compos:,._on with increasing energy scale. In

__w of such extensive variations, it is likely that a varie_j' of mechanisms are

involved in cosmic ray acceleration.
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Appendix B

Data Summary Tape Format

The format below was used to summarize multiple muon events on an event-

by-event basis. The data summary tape (DST) is a linear vector written in binary

format. For each multiple muon event, the DST is organized into six different blocks,

namely the Header Block, the Hitbox Block, the Adjc Block, the Single Hit Block,

the Splat Block, and the Candidate Muon Trajectory Block. The format for each

block is as follows:

1. HEADER BLOCK

Number of words in entire event record, counting this word.

Number of words in the header block,including word # 1 and this word.

(The value of this word is 13).

Exabyte number where the DST binary files are saved. (The Value

of this word is 2. The Tape number is DST002).

Run number.

Event number.

Date.

Time-(HHMMSSCC). This word is positive if the time is from WWVB,

negative if it is taken from the VAX.

Time-(Millisecond × 10000).

Trigger Word (Packed).

Event Type (1 or 2 or 3).
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Note: Event Type 1 = Candidate partially contained events.

Event Type 2 = Candidate horizontal muon events.

Event Type 3 = Candidate multiple muon events.

DST_ V2.FOR program version number (2).

The date when the DST was created.

Blank word.

2. HITBOX BLOCK

Number of words in the Hitbox Block, including this word.

Number of tracks passing through the Central Detector.

To from the central detector.

The Following coordinates are for the Shield Box:

Hitbox coordinates (6).

Direction Cosine (a, _, "y).

The following coordinates are for the Detector Box:

Hitbox coordinates (6).

CaJculated Time Slot (TS) using the central detector To.

Slope (a) in line parameterisation z = ax -t-b for Anode vs Time.

Intercept (b) for the above line.

Slope (c) in line parameterisation z = c_ + d for Cathode vs Time.

Intercept (d) for the above line.

•To for Anode time.

To for Cathode time.

Error on slope (_) in line parameterisation z -- az + b (Anode vs Time).

Error on constant (b) in line parameterisation z = az + b.

Error on slope (c) in line parameterisation z = cy . d (For Cathode vs Time).

Error on constant (d) in line parameterisation z = cy + d.

Error on To (Anode Vs Time).
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Error on To (For Cathode Vs Time).

Packed word for face number:

Face(1)x 1000+Face(2)

For second, third, ..... tracks the format is repeated, starting

from "hitbox coordinate (for the shield box)" above.

3. ADJC BLOCK( Summarizes the Adjacent Group hits in the veto shield)

Number of words in the ADJC Block, including this word.

Number of Groups of adjacent hits.

For the first group:

Time span (TSPAN).

Number of hits in this group.

XYZ- coordinates for all four corners (12).

Leading edge TS, Panel, First Tube, INOUT packed word.

(TSx 10000000+Panel× 10000+Tubexl0+l or 0)

Trailing edge TS, Panel, Last Tube, INOUT packed word.

For the second, third ....... groups, the format repeats beginning with

"Time span" above.

4. SINGLE HIT BLOCK

Number of words in this block, including this word.

Number of singlehits.

Packedword forTS, Panel,Tube,In-Outforthishit.

TSx 10000000+PANELx 10000+TUBEx 10+INO

XYZ-coordinatesforbothend ofthetube(6).

Thissequencerepeatsfortheothersinglehits,startingfrom "packedword"

above.
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5. SPLAT BLOCK

Total number of words in this block, including this word.

Total number of splats.

Index number of the first splat.

Index number (order in ADJC block) of first adjacent group in this splat.

If there is more than one group in the splat, the index number of the

splat is s_ne as the previous one, but group index varies.

(eg: { (I,i)} ,{ (2,2),(2,3)}, .... etc)

Repeats, starting from the index number, for second, third, ...... splats.

6. CANDIDATE MUON TRAJECTORY BLOCK.

6.1 Class # 1 Candidate Muons.

Total number of words in this block, including this word.

Number of muons within main detector and with high and or low hits

in the shield.

For first muon in this category:

Index number for this muon from the Hitbox Block.

Packed index word for associated high hits, adjacent group, or single

for this muon:

For an associated adjacent group-

Packed word = 1000xIndex number of the group + 1

For single hit-

Packed word - 1000xIndex number of single + 2

This word is zero if the candidate track has no high hits and traverses

a panel.

Word is 3 if the candidate track has no high hits and traverses a gap.

Coordinate for the high hit (3).
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Packed index word for associated low hits, adjacent groups, or single hits

for this muon.

(Packed word has format identical to the high hits word.)

Coordinate for the low hit (3).

Errors on Coordinates for both the high and low hit (6).

The format repeats for second, third, ....

muon reconstructed with the main detector.

6.2 Class # 2 Candidate Muons

Total number of words in this sub block, including this word.

Total number of class # 2 muons.

For the first muon in this category:

Packed index word for associated high hits, adjacent group, or single

hits for this muon.

For group and non-parallel combinations:

Packed word = 10000 x Index number of groups + 101

For single and non parallel combinations:

Packed word = 10000 x Index number of single + 201

For group and parallel combinations:

Packed word -- 10000×Index number of groups + 100

For single and parallel combinations:

Packed word = 10000 x Index number of single + 200

Coordinates for high hit (3).

Packed index word for associated low hits, adjacent _roups, or

single hits for this muon.

• Packed word is the same as for the high hits word.

Coordinate for low hit (3).

Errors on Coordinates (6).

This format repeats for second, third, .... muons

not associated with main detector.
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6.3 Class # 3 Candidate Muons:

Total number of words in this sub-block, including this word.

Number of class # 3 muons.

For the first muon in this category:

Coordinates for both ends of a track anywhere in the shield.

The above format repeats for second, third,.., muons in this class.

6.4 Class # 4 candidate muons.

Total number of words in this sub block, including this word.

Number of isolated splats

Total number of groups in all isolated splats.

Splat Identification number.

Index number of the first adjacent group within the first splat.

Coordinates for both ends of the group (6).

Leading edge TS, Panel, First Tube, INOUT packed word.

(TS × 10000000+Panel × 10000+Tube × 10+1 or 0)

Trailing edge TS, Panel, Last Tube,INOUT packed word.

This format repeats starting from splat identification number

for second, third,...

group within the same splat, if there is more than one group.

Otherwise, the same format repeats for second, third, .... splats.

'6.5 Class # 5 Candidate Muons:

Total number of words in this sub block, including this word.

Number of isolated singles

Coordinates for first single (6).

This format repeats for the second, third,.., single.
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6.6 Class # 6 Candidate Muons:

Total number of words in this block, including this word.

Total number of splats on the ceiling.

Earliest time for the first splat.

Latest time for the first splat.

The last two words repeat for the remaining splats.

7. MUON BUNDLE BLOCK

Total number of words in this block, including this word.

Total number of CLASS # 1 and CLASS # 2 muons.

Average direction cosine for a muon bundle.

Angles between X, Y and Z- Axes and the Muon (a, 13and "y).

Tangent of projected track on Y-Z plane.

Tangent of projected track on°Y-X plane.

Error values on a, _ and "y.
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Appendix C

Error Calculation

Errors for direction cosines and for coordinates of intersection points of a muon track

with shield surfaces are calculated and propagated using the errors assigned to the

slope and intercepts for a given track by the SEARCH processor. For a candidate

muon track in the central detector, two projected views Z-X and Z-Y planes are

reconstructed by SEARCH. The straight-line trajectories in these views satisfy the

relations

z =az+b (C.1)

and

z = cy+d, (C.2)

where a and b are the slope and intercept on Z-X plane, and c and d are the slope

and intercept on Z-Y plane. Errors on the quantities a, b, c, and d are designated
t

by Aa, Ab, Ac, and Ad. Consider a candidate muon track in the central detector

which also gives shield hits on a ceiling panel and on a floor panel. Coordinates for

the intersection points of this track with the ceiling and floor are designated { xi,

yl, zl'} and { x_, y_, z2 } respectively. The errors on z and z coordinates for either

intersection are given by the formulas:

= + + " (c.3)

and

1
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Errorsfor coordinates of tracks which intersect other veto shield surfaces are cal-

culated similarly. Nominal errors of ± 2.0 cm are assigned for transverse coordinates

z and z, associated with east/west walls and with the south wall respectively, and

on elevation coordinates Yl and y2.

The length of the track between the above two coordinates is designated L and

its error is AL. Direction cosines a, _ and 7 are given by

Xl -- X2

- L (c.s)

/9= Yl- y2L (C.0)

zl - z2 (C.7)7- L

with errors designated by aa, A_ and A7 respectively.The direction cosine errors

canbe calculatedbyusingtheEqs.(C.5),(C.6),and(C.7):

A_=_((Azl+Az2)2+(AL/L)2))_ (C.8)

n_=_((A_I+_2) 2+(AL/L)2))'_ (C.9)
I

. _-_=-y((Azl+ Az2)2+ (_LIL)2))_ (C.lO)

FigureC.1'Distanceofperpendicularseparationbetweentwoparallelmuon tracks

The perpendicular distance R_# between pairs in a muon bundle is calculated

usingthecoordinatesofenteringpointsandthedirectioncosinesofthesetracks.As
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indicated in Fig. C.1, we can calculate the separation in the horizontal plane:

IA_i= ((=,- _)_+ (y,- yj)_+ (_,+ _)_)_/_. (c.11)

Then the perpendicular distance P_j is given by

R.j=IA'BIsin0. (C.12)

Here, 8 is the angle between the bundle direction _ and the line joining the two

entering points of the tracks, as shown in Fig. C.1. The angle 8 is calculated using

_. AB
cos8 = -.. (C.13)I,alIABI

The error on R_j is

(A(sin0)_'

IABI] _ _ ) '

where the component errors AIA_BI and A(sin0) can be calculated using equations

(c._),(c._2)and(C.IS).
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Appendix D

Translator Circuits for the HPW Electronics

D.1 HPW Chambers

The Harvard-Purdue-Wisconsin (HPW) proportional chambers, acquired in Septem-

ber 1987 from the HPW proton decay experiment, are constructed from extruded

aluminum tubes of 5 x 14 cm 2 rectangular cross-section, with lengths of 6.4 and

6.7 meters. A sense wire is strung down the center of each half of the rectangular

cross-section tube. Two field-shaping wires, strung at the center of the 14 cm span,

complete the formation of two proportional tube cells within each chamber as shown

in Fig. D.1.

F1

S_ S=

F2

Figure D.I: HPW chamber cross-section

In the Figure,

$1, and 5'2 are sense wires, and

F1 and F2 are field-shaping wires.

The Tufts manifolds and the HPW chambers are to be deployed in a criss-cross

configuration to provide both x and z coordinates for muons traversing the veto

shield ceiling and floor 'surfaces.
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D.2 Translator Circuits and Conversion Boards

The original HPW c' :cuit boards were designed to receive and to amplify two

signals. The sense wires $1 and Sl, are connected together at the end of the chamber

oppos'te to the preamplifier board. When a charged particle traverses the cham-

ber, positive analog signals due to the ionization of the gas are detected by both

preamplifiers with the intention of using current division to locate the hit. For our

purposes, one of the preamplifiers has been disconnected and the particle crossing is

registered digitally using the other channel. "_,'heTufts shield electronics requires dig-

ital signals as input to the shield-standard digital read-out moduhs. Consequently

it was necessary to design a translator circuit to change positive analog signals to

digital signals.

A schematic diagram of a translator circuit to service one channel is given in

Fig. D.2. The circuit contains three integrated electronic chips U1, U2and Us. The

voltage regulator U,.provides a referencevoltage which is required by the comparator

w_. The output voltage v_a of U1 drops from its high value to zero volts when the

input voltage (vi,,) reaches 30 inV. The vm st,ays zero until v_,, drops to 20 inV.

This output signal is sent thro_gh the multivibrator (U2) and the Linedriver (Us)

to yield a positive and negative, 1.2/_s width digital signal. This latter part of the

electronics is similar to the 'l_tfts preamplifier circuit for the Tufts-manufactured

veto shield modules. An entire board has sixteen channels to service 16 HPW tubes.

Two prototype boards were made at Tufts and tested. The final layout of a

conversion board is shown in Fig. D.3. A commercial vendor for our circuit board

design was found (Cadd Management, Inc. of Torrance, California), and by May

1990 we acquired 45 printed-circuit conversion boards. The boards were stuffed and

tested by Tufts technicians, and then shipped to the mine.
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Figure D.2: Schematic diagram for one channel.
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Figure D.3" Board layout for one channel in detail and for entire board.
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